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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, whom I’ve interviewed twice previously, was among the Crst U.S. physicians to

develop an early treatment program for the novel SARS-CoV-2 infection. He popularized the use of

hydroxychloroquine and zinc, and when hydroxychloroquine became increasingly diPcult to obtain,

he was also among the Crst to identify quercetin as a viable alternative.

When the pandemic started, Zelenko was practicing in New York. He has since moved to Florida,

where he’s been giving interviews for several hours a day, trying to spread the word about early

treatment and prevention. As noted by Zelenko:

“It's a very treatable infection — or should I say bioweapon? — if done within the :rst few

days, because COVID is two diseases. It's the infectious stage of the virus, and then a week

later, you have the pathogenic inCammatory reaction that does all the damage to the lungs

and causes blood clots.

So, it's all about timing. And the data is very clear. There are dozens of peer-reviewed

studies that prove if you treat COVID within the :rst few days, you have an 85% reduction in

hospitalization and death. It's a no-brainer. You could have saved 700,000 people from

going to the hospital out of 800,000.”

While licensed to practice medicine in Florida, Zelenko now spends most of his time educating the

public and other doctors. He’s also available via telemedicine, but his passion has become

researching and developing simple, natural approaches to complex health problems — including his

own.

The Road Less Traveled

Zelenko has a rare type of cancer called pulmonary artery sarcoma, which is typically fatal. He’s

also undergone two open-heart surgeries and three years of chemo and radiation, none of which

has resolved his problems.

“Almost four years ago, I was diagnosed with pulmonary artery sarcoma. There are only 10

cases on average per year, and they're all found at autopsy. In my case, they thought it was

a blood clot that didn't respond to blood-thinning medication.

So, the decision was made to do an embolectomy, open my chest, go into the pulmonary

artery and take out the blood clot. But when they did that, they saw it was a tumor, and it

had completely destroyed my right lung. So, I lost my right lung. And they resected a large

part of the pulmonary artery and had to reconstruct it because you need that artery to live.

Then I was in chemo ... I was pretty good for two years, and then it came back and had

spread to my hip as well. And so, I had another open-heart surgery. They had to replace one

of my heart valves, pulmonic valve. Then I went for radiation to my hip [followed by] really

heavy chemo.

After two months on that, I went into congestive heart failure and developed

cardiomyopathy ... I recovered from that, and was put on heart failure medication ... A

month after that ... I developed COVID pneumonia ... I was pretty sure I was going to leave

in a box, yet I recovered.

A few months later, I went for another CT scan, and they found, again, the tumor was back

in the pulmonary artery, but this time, no doctor wanted to operate on me. A third open-

heart procedure is very dangerous. They estimated more than 50% likelihood I would die on

the table, which I didn't like. So, I ended up having pretty intense radiation to my

mediastinum, where the tumor was.

That's when you came into the picture, in terms of advising me about treatment. I ended up

having immunotherapy in Europe for two months with checkpoint inhibitors, but also

hyperthermia and mistletoe injections, and alpha lipoic acid, high-dose vitamin C

[infusions] and different other modalities. And I feel better than ever.

I had a CT scan last week, and it showed the tumor shrank by one-third. I spoke to the

radiation oncologist who told me that a good result would've been the same size or smaller.

It takes years to resolve. So, time will tell, but it's easier for me to walk, and

hemodynamically I'm more stable, and I feel good. Amen.”

The Surprising Role of Immunotherapy in Cancer

Overall, the “COVID story has completely changed the way I look at life,” Zelenko says. When he saw

how natural, effective, over-the-counter solutions for COVID were suppressed, while experimental

gene transfer shots were pushed, he realized other treatments might also be suppressed, such as

cancer treatments.

“Probably, effective approaches were marginalized in lieu of the more expensive

pharmaceutical approaches,” he says. “I'll give you one example. Dr. [William] Coley was an

oncological surgeon who lived around 100 years ago, maybe 120 years ago. He noticed

that he would operate on his patients, and the tumor would come back and they would die.

And then he observed something very interesting.

He had a patient with pancreatic cancer, Stage 4, inoperable. That patient got very sick with

an infection and became septic. He almost died, but he recovered and his tumor went away.

He noticed that type of phenomenon a few more times, and realized that there must be

some immune reaction, immune response to the infection that wakes up the immune

system to also attack the tumor.

So basically, in my opinion, that was the birth of immunotherapy. Fever seems to play a

role. It seems to have antitumor properties, as well as activating certain parts of your

immune system. So, it's fascinating. And that information was buried for a good long time

— 50, 60 years — until some doctors rediscovered it and started doing research. And I

bene:ted from that in Europe.”

Hyperthermic Treatment for Cancer

We’ve come a long way since the days of Coley, who used toxins to trigger infection and fever.

Today, hyperthermic treatment is used instead. Basically, it’s all about raising your body

temperature to about 104 degrees Fahrenheit for four to six hours. Zelenko describes the treatment

he underwent:

“It was quite an experience, having a temperature around 40 Celsius, let's say 104 degrees

Fahrenheit, for :ve hours. You become a little loopy and a little anxious, but I drank a lot of

Cuids and had a nurse with me all the time. It was a pretty interesting experience.

There were whole-body hyperthermia machines and localized hyperthermia. Both are

basically a fancy sauna. It was like a spa actually. I did enjoy the treatment in most cases.”

As an aside, I sincerely believe sauna bathing is one of the most powerful biohacks available. I do it

four times a week. I get my temperature up to about 102 degrees F. or so, for 20 minutes. I’ve found

it to be a profoundly effective health habit to nip infections in the bud, and may also help put the

brakes on any potential malignancies. I am currently using a prototype full-spectrum SaunaSpace

sauna that is EMF-free, has eight 250 watt bulbs and will likely be available later this year.

Omicron Is Unstoppable, But Not To Be Feared

Getting back to the issue of COVID, over the past two years, the SARS-CoV-2 infection has gone

through a number of changes. Omicron, for example, is far more contagious, but has far less severe

symptoms. As noted by Zelenko:

“Omicron is unstoppable. It's more infectious than measles. Everyone's going to get it.

Sorry, but that's the case. However, it seems to attack only the upper airway in most cases,

and there are very few deaths. It’s very responsive to treatment as well, so there's no reason

to be afraid of it.”

In fact, we appear to have been gifted a best-case scenario, in which a highly contagious virus will

rip through the population, causing only mild cold symptoms, thus producing herd immunity without

the risk of mass casualties. “When two-thirds of the population gets through it, it essentially shuts

down the pandemic,” Zelenko says.

Vaccinating During a Pandemic Breeds Variants

In the interview, Zelenko explains how the many variants we’ve seen have probably been a result of

the mass “vaccination” campaign.

Three respected immunologists, Dr. Luc Montagnier (who won the Nobel Prize in 2008 for his

discovery of the HIV virus), Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, the most published immunologist in history, and Dr.

Geert Vanden Bossche, a top immunologist in The Netherlands, have all warned that when you

mass vaccinate in the middle of an active outbreak, you cause variants to emerge.

“You exert evolutionary pressure and breed more varying viruses,” Zelenko says. “Now,

there are two or three possibilities. One could be that it was unintentional. Good, well-

meaning people developed what they thought would help — a vaccine. However, giving it to

people during a pandemic has been an absolute failure. ‘Oops, we're sorry.’ That's one

possibility.

The other possibility is that whoever has orchestrated this knows exactly what they're

doing, and they are doing it on purpose to maintain the new variants and the consequences

of that, which is essentially a psyop [to cause] a global psychosis due to fear, lockdowns

and wearing a face diaper.

There's one more possibility. There's no dispute; everyone who knows the facts and has

studied the issue knows that COVID-19 is a weapon made in a laboratory. Gain-of-function

research is nothing more than making a weapon of mass destruction and genocide, and

there's a patent trail 20 years long that documents the different stages of development of

this weapon.

And here's my supposition. I have no evidence of this, but I could say the following: If I

could make the original virus, I could make variants. It's very easy. You just change a few

sequences of the code that goes with the spike protein. You change its three-dimensional

shape, and if you do it enough, eliminate existing antibodies.

So again, I don't have evidence for that, but I do have evidence that [SARS-CoV-2] is an

arti:cially-made bioweapon. So why wouldn't it be possible to make variants the same

way? I think it's kind of a combination, multifactorial cause of variants — the natural God

factor, the evolutionary pressure exerted by vaccinating people during an active pandemic,

and then just outright making them.”

Antidotes to the Bioweapon Were Developed Beforehand

Zelenko goes on to recount a relatively recent realization. Back in March 2020, he saw a MedCram

video, episode 34,  in which Dr. Roger Seheult explained some of the principles that he then ended

up building his COVID protocol on. Seheult speciCcally quoted a paper that explained the

functioning of zinc ionophores.

That mechanism is what Zelenko relied upon when developing his own protocol. However, he didn’t

realize until December 2021 that the author of that central paper was Dr. Ralph Baric. Why does that

matter? Zelenko explains:

“In 1999, Ralph Baric, funded by the U.S. government, at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, :gured out how to take an animal virus and have it be able to infect other

species, different animals, in other words, cross-species infection.

In 2015, the same Dr. Ralph Baric, and Dr. Zhengli [at the Wuhan Institute of Virology in

China], funded by the National Institutes of Health, :gured out how to make a corona bat

virus infect human beings, and augmented its lethality to human lives. That was in 2015.

But in 2010, Baric published that paper that I'm referring to.

So, the development of the weapon happened in stages, but before it was unleashed onto

the human population, or the development of it being able to infect human beings, an

antidote was made. Research paid for by the government was published.

The same people that made the bomb, let's say, also created the antidote to diffuse the

bomb. And then, when the pandemic arrived, doctors like myself, out of necessity, came up

with creative solutions, based — in my case, unknowingly — on this work. And immediately,

that information was marginalized and suppressed, and doctors were deplatformed for

advocating for it.

So, the government who made the bomb also knew about the solution. And the reason why

is they didn't want to die. The stakeholders here don't want their families to die. But for you

and for me, they have a different agenda. So, they had that information.

I have knowledge that the Google executives are all taking hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin for prophylaxis, as is half of Congress. And so, the people that have

orchestrated this knew the answer, and use it for themselves. Even doctors know the

answer for themselves.

They prescribe [these drugs] for themselves, or they call me. But when patients come, they

say there's no treatment, go home, take Tylenol. So, this is mass murder.”

The COVID Jabs — Another Crime Against Humanity

In addition to killing untold numbers of people by denying and suppressing early treatment options,

governments around the world are also killing people with the COVID jabs. A year into the

aggressive campaign to inject as many people as possible, it’s likely the shots have killed more

people than have died from the infection. It’s very diPcult to tell, unfortunately, because the data

are so seriously manipulated.

“ In 2015, Bill Gates said that the world
population needs to be reduced by 15% through the
use of vaccines because of global warming. The
same Bill Gates in 2020 said 7 billion people must
be vaccinated. Why would I take a vaccine for my
health from someone who's advocating the use of
vaccines to reduce the world population? ~ Dr.
Vladimir Zelenko”

Zelenko estimates somewhere between 500,000 to 1 million Americans have been killed by the

shots to date. Disturbingly, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration was aware that the shots could

have serious consequences, yet they pushed them anyway. What’s more, they refuse to address the

mindboggling number of adverse events reported to the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System

(VAERS). The safety signal couldn’t possibly be clearer.

“In October, 2020, two months before the vaccine rollout, there was an internal presentation

in the FDA to its scientists, and on slide 16 of that presentation, there was a list of side

effects: death, heart attack, stroke, blood clots, horri:c neurological diseases, myocarditis

and many, many more,” Zelenko says.

“Now keep in mind, this is two months prior to the rollout. After the vaccines were rolled

out, and a few months into it, when the VAERS database started showing the side effects

that people were experiencing, there's a 100% correlation with what that slide said would

happen, and what actually happened to human beings.

That is premeditated mass murder. FDA knew exactly what it was doing. They knew exactly

the side effects, and they released it anyway ...”

What’s the Real Agenda?

Why would the FDA behave this way? Why aren’t they safeguarding public health from a clearly

lethal treatment? And on the other hand, why aren’t they allowing doctors to help people with early

treatment? Zelenko explains:

“In the mid-‘90s, it became obvious that the American economy was doomed. The

Medicare and Social Security systems would become insolvent, and that would cause a

tsunami-like effect nationally and internationally. And it was unstoppable. It was

[mathematically inevitable].

Medicare, according to Congressional Budget Okce, in 2027 will begin the process

towards bankruptcy. So, security as of today [will last until] 2034. Now, the major

stakeholders in the world economies saw an existential threat. They understood that their

power and wealth was in real jeopardy.

And so a plan was developed, which was beyond the technology at that time, but the

technology was being developed. So, for example, the Human Genome Project was

mapped and completed.

Then CRISPR technology was developed, which is gene editing or gene splicing in very

precise ways. That was sold as a way to cure genetic diseases. There's a defective gene.

You can just cut it out and splice in, cut and paste, basically, a healthy gene.

That's the upside. The downside is that it creates possibilities to do gene editing for

nefarious reasons. In 2015, Bill Gates said that the world population needs to be reduced

by 15% through the use of vaccines because of global warming.

The same Bill Gates in 2020 said 7 billion people must be vaccinated. So, the obvious

rhetorical question is, ‘Why would I take a vaccine for my health from someone who's

advocating the use of vaccines to reduce the world population?’

In 2016, Klaus Schwab, in an interview said something very strange. He said that within 10

years, by 2026, every single human being will be tagged with a digital identi:er. What does

that mean, and why?

Let's go through the sequence of events. A bioweapon is made with an antidote, which is

being suppressed and hidden. [The bioweapon] is released. It's extremely easy to treat.

However, that information is being suppressed, and access to those medications is being

suppressed, and doctors who are advocating for it are being persecuted.

Anything that seems to give people hope, lessen anxiety, encourage reintegration with your

loved ones seems to be immediately vili:ed, even early intervention. If you look at the NIH,

they recommend, as of today, not to treat COVID unless they're in the hospital with lung

damage. Don't do that.

And so, I was wondering, what is really going on? And why this incessant push to vaccinate

everyone? Why jail doctors for using meds at work? Because it encourages the vaccine

hesitancy.

Then I realized something. There were two patents that I became aware of. They're

separated by a year, but they're linked in the puzzle, in the concept. One was August 31,

2021, that describes ... nanotechnology engineering.  It basically describes the following:

That there is the capability, the technology, already existing, in these vaccines that allows

for the measurement of biometric data, meaning your heart rate, your respiratory rate,

temperature, and then the transmission of that data with your location to a third party.

That didn't even make sense to me. Like what? But then I realized there's another patent

owned by Microsoft. This one I remember by heart. It's an international patent,

WO202060606. You can't make this stuff up. That patent describes linkage of biometric

data transmission to cryptocurrency.

Then I got it. And by the way, 2026, when everyone's supposed to be tagged with a digital

ID, let's call it an internal Auschwitz tattoo, is a year before the beginning of the insolvency

of Medicare and the beginning of economic collapse. And so, the real agenda has become

obvious to me.

It's never been about health. COVID-19 is easy to treat. It was always about using fear and

mass psychosis to get 7 billion people to willfully get injected with the technology that

would permit them to participate in the new cryptocurrency-based system, the system that

the world will use for :nance.

Fiat currency and all the traditional ways of transactions will be gone. The only way that

you actually will be able to participate in transactions, of buying bread, let's say, is having a

transmitting sensor of information with your location. It's the mark of the beast, if you really

want to know. With that, you can then buy bread for your family ...

Gates and Schwab [are] both talking talk about how these vaccines change who you are.

What does that mean? They explain it. [With] the gene editing technology, they are making

the human better. That's transhumanism. I call it Human 2.0. Human 1.0 is the version

made by God. We are is imprinted [with God] in our genetic code. We're made in the image

of God because we have his code in us.

Now, would you give Bill Gates or Klaus Schwab the password to your home security

system? Why would we give him access to our genetic code? Human 2.0, in the demented,

depraved, deranged minds of these people is the next step up in the evolution of human

beings. And I'm saying that if you allow that to happen to yourself, you're no longer made in

the image of God. You're made in the image of Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab.”

A Ploy to Tag Us for the NWO’s Slave System

So, in summary, Zelenko believes that everything we’ve experienced so far — the aggressive

marketing of the shots, the coercion and threats made to get as many injected as possible — has all

been a ploy to “tag” as many people as possible in preparation for the New World Order’s

cryptocurrency system, which will be managed by a small select group, and used to enslave all of

humanity.

As noted by Zelenko, the World Economic Forum has publicly announced that by 2030, the U.S. will

no longer be a superpower, and a few countries will be in charge of global governance. Now, how do

you destabilize an economic engine like the U.S.?

“You create a pandemic,” Zelenko says. “You lock down middle class businesses, small

businesses ... But you leave Walmart and Home Depot open ... It’s a wealth transfer from

the middle class to the people in power. It's a robbery, basically.

This is one big attempt at enslaving humanity. It's a brilliant plan, by the way. It's evil, but it's

brilliant because slavery has always been the most lucrative industry and asset throughout

human history. Now is no different. And so, you have a few sociopaths who believe in their

immortality and think that they'll transfer their consciousness to some cyborg, enjoying the

whole world as their playground.”

Zelenko goes on to discuss the statements inscribed on the Georgia Guidestones, a huge granite

monument erected anonymously in a small town in Georgia, which lays out 10 commandments.

The Crst one is that the world population should be reduced to and maintained at 500 million. If the

COVID shots continue, it’s not inconceivable that the human population might be reduced to that

size.

The Why Behind the Genocide

A few months ago, Elon Musk debuted his humanoid robots, saying that since these robots will

eliminate 90% of the workforce, we therefore need universal basic income. This too is part of The

Great Reset plan, which embraces both technocracy and transhumanism.

“Keep in mind that in the minds of these people, we're not made in the divine [image]. We're

cockroaches. And they're not going to throw endless universal income resources at

cockroaches for too long. They'll do it initially to identify the useless eaters, and then they

will be liquidated. This has happened before.

Just 80 years ago you had the Nazi ideology based on eugenics, which created three

classes of people. You have the ubermensch, what Nietzsche would call Superman. Then

the mensch, which is the human, and then the untermensch, which is the subhuman. In the

[Nazi] model, the [Nazis were] Supermen, descendants of Aryan gods. That gave them the

power to enslave others.

So, for example, the Anglo-Saxons, basically Europeans, were meant to be slaves to the

Aryans. And the subhumans, which I belong to — Jews, gypsies, Slavs, handicapped,

political prisoners — we were meant to be vaporized, become dust.

That ideology did not go away. It resurfaced with the nuance that is not antisemitic right

now. In a kind of an abstract way, we're all Jews this time, because the hierarchy here is not

based on religion or identity, but rather on the deranged belief that they've evolved, the

Superman of this generation, into a higher level of consciousness.

They're woke and they understand and are enlightened about the nature of the human

condition. They're custodians of the planet, and therefore it's their responsibility to make

sure the planet has solvency, that it continues to exist. And therefore, we have to reduce the

world population.”

Cause for Optimism

While humanity is in a most precarious situation, Zelenko is optimistic about the future.

“I'll tell you what I really think is going on,” he says. “There’s what we see, and then there's

the, let's call it spiritual physics, at play. Karl Jung, the famous psychoanalyst, wrote, ‘The

moral degradation of society begins with the degradation of the individual.’ From that, we

can actually learn that moral improvement of society begins with improvement of the

individual.

We, as a society, over the last 50, 60 years, have made some very bad choices. For

example, we've desancti:ed or de:led gender roles ... Marriage has lost its sanctity. The

unborn are being massacred. In the Bible, there are two cities that were destroyed, Sodom

and Gomorrah, and there's an analysis why that happened. It wasn't because of the

immorality, because the whole world was immoral.

It was because they codi:ed immorality into the law of the land. That's exactly what has

happened in [the U.S.] We've devolved ... We worship the God of science, the god of

technology, the god of money, god of power. Anything but [the true] God. And we are clearly

practicing child sacri:ce.

Dr. Michael Yeadon, former VP of P:zer, told me personally, and then he actually publicized

it, that for every one child that dies of COVID, 100 die from the vaccine. The [COVID shot] is

100 times more lethal to children than COVID. What do you call that? That's child sacri:ce.

So, I feel that, by way of analogy, we're in the generation of Cood. The house is going to get

cleaned, and each individual is given a choice to get on the ark or not.

Or, to make it simpler, who do you bow down to? Do you bow down to your creator, who

makes you in every instant of time? Do you ask [God] for fortitude, endurance, strength,

resolve, the ability to deal with the unknown and fear? Or are you going to give in to the fear

and bow down to corrupt sociopaths, oligarchs, corrupt governments, and the false

promise of the golden calf of these vaccines?

Because at this point, in this country at least, no one's holding you down and putting a

needle into your arm. The majority of people, they want to travel by plane. They don't want

to lose their job. They want to go to school. It's all these kinds of quality of life decisions. In

other words, in a normal society, the parents sacri:ce for the well-being of the children. In

pagan societies, we sacri:ce the children for the purpose of the adults.”

Peaceful Civil Disobedience Is the Answer

So, what’s the answer? Can we stop this transhumanist trajectory that threatens the very core of

what makes us human? Can we prevent this plan for our enslavement from coming to fruition?

Zelenko believes there is a way, as do I.

“The answer is we need organized civil disobedience. Do not comply. They can't imprison

everyone. They can't :re everyone. They can't expel everyone. They can't lock down

everyone. There's many more of us than them. And actually, let me speak to the military

leaders, to the police, to people that are charged to protect society.

You also have children. You also have parents. And we are relying on you to do what's best

for the citizens of this country, to protect us from all enemies, foreign and domestic. All we

need to do is to coalesce with like-minded people. Take your kids out of school.

Homeschool them. You can teach them morality.

The World Health Organization came out with an edict that if your kids go to school, that's

implied consent for the vaccine because you could have not sent them. And since you sent

them to school, that's implying that you're consenting for them to be vaccinated, even
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them to school, that's implying that you're consenting for them to be vaccinated, even

without your knowledge.

Basically, we have to make small pockets, like cities of refuge, in a sense, of like-minded

people; create an alternate society; do commerce with ourselves. I know there are forces

really working hard to create an alternate cryptocurrency or blockchain system that is

decentralized and would allow for people who don't want to be tagged with a digital

identi:er to transact with each other.”

As noted by Zelenko, it’s becoming more and more obvious that the pandemic measures were never

about protecting us from COVID. It was always about creating a new world order. It was about

setting the stage for a Great Reset to “Build Back Better.”

But better for whom? The Build Back Better plan is about building “a society run by a few

sociopaths and the rest of us enslaved,” Zelenko says. The good news is that more and more

people are now starting to see this plan, and “once that realization reaches a certain threshold of

people, countries are going to change and fall like dominoes,” he says.

As for when we might get our freedom back, that depends on us. As noted by Zelenko, “freedom

isn't free.” We were free (at least up until 2020) because our forefathers had the courage to confront

tyranny. If we want our children to be free, we now have to display that same courage.

“Whether or not our children will be free depends on whether or not we are ready to

sacri:ce,” Zelenko says. “Are we ready, in this generation, to pay the price to ensure that

our children thrive in freedom and have the ability to maintain God consciousness?

It's going to happen. The unknown variable is to body count. I would hope that this

interview reaches the consciousness of every single human being. People must choose to

say no from this point on.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Cnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.



Access Now

!  "  #
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Dr. Mercola reports, we are on the agenda of slavery and the loss of the human condition ruled by God. Everything was planned. The

Great Reset refers to an Orwellian globalist agenda to redistribute wealth, monitor and control the entire world through digital

surveillance, and require everyone to have an electronic ID linked to bank accounts and health records. The so-called COVID-19 pandemic

is part of the Masonic plan of the New World Order and is being used as an instrument of the "Great Reset". Vaccines against COVID-19

will serve to control people and solve overpopulation.

The Rockefeller Foundation devised a scenario called the "Lock Step" that appeared in a document titled "Scenarios for the Future of

Technology and International Development," with more authoritarian control and leadership during a Cctional response to the pandemic to

which various nations they emulated the extreme measures taken by the Chinese government. the Rockefeller Foundation, wrote a

77-page book in October 2017 titled “The Spars Pandemic 2025-2028. Bill Gates Bill Gates, who is a eugenicist and advocate of drastic

population reduction, promoted global “vaccination” in response to the declared “pandemic. The history and risks of vaccines are

described at the link, www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/the-carefully-planned-step-by-step-guide-..  

Countries from around the world are represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112 potential globalist leaders. This class

joins luminaries of the radical left such as Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom, Angela Merkel,

Jacinda Ardern and many others. The Young Global Leaders are made up of “more than 1,400 members and former students of 120

nationalities” trained to be in WEF. In the link a list that represents North America.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..
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The "Fourth Industrial Revolution" "is nothing more than the implementation of transhumanism on a global level", it is the vision of

Klaus Schwab to remake the economy and global humanity, so the launch pad is the "Great Reset". The vehicle for the Great Reset,

of course, is the coronavirus pandemic. www.lifesitenews.com/news/transhumanism-expert-exposes-liberal-billion..   THE

2020-22 WORLDWIDE CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP

D’ÉTAT AND THE “GREAT RESET” , This E-book consists of a Preface and Thirteen Chapters.

www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (January 15, 2022) Transhumanists take science as

their religion and believe in a philosophy of redeCning and reconCguring nature and the human condition, to be modiCed or molded

to the taste of the globalist elite, rejecting those limits that nature or God have placed on us.

The abandonment of the human soul and slavery to the power of globalist elites. The "vaccinated" people will be marked as

candidates for full citizenship in the next New World Order, renamed the Great Reset to give self-serving answers to the range of

problems they want to dominate to satisfy their greed. The answer is they need to attribute a monetary value to each human being,

based on their age, productivity and other contributions to society including their carbon footprint, making the human being a

digital asset for central banks. The only privileged ones will be the globalist elite who travel to Davos and climate change summits

in their private jets. The Cght against this barbarism must prevail. United We'll overcome. JOIN US ON SUNDAY JANUARY 23RD,

2022 IN WASHINGTON, DC FOR THE “DEFEAT THE MANDATES defeatthemandatesdc.com
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Well said Gui, but why do world leaders go to see Klaus Schwab? How he got so much inruence? Schwab is working on this for

decades.  ~~   Btw. another dr Mercola article today is about fear, but it is a repeat from 1/2/2022. It got 298 comments, but not

from you. What you think of it. And talking about fear, this is also in The Polyvagal Theory?  Do you know anything about it?
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Gui, it sounds like a kill switch has been installed & those who have it will have to wait & see if it will be ripped on them.
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PeteSmith,...there is a plethora of books on polyvagal theory and its interpretation these days. If I wake up with mild or severe

hiccups most mornings, what does that mean? The "polyvagists" are telling me there's something going on in one of the two

branches of my vagus...so it will become a detective regimen now
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Great synopsis, Gui. Anyone who follows my posts, knows that I've been talking about many of the same truths that are contained

in this article. People who are not capable of thinking outside the box, will never be able to connect the dots. Why do you think that

the DHS bought up over 2 Billion hollow point bullets, a few years ago?  I've remained Crm on a few points, from the beginning of

this Global Psyops: 1. What's going on here, was conceived decades ago. They even referred to it as "The Perfect Storm". Whether

a viral attack is real, or imagined; it doesn't matter. It's the fear that will allow the agenda's to be rolled out - unchallenged. 2. This

insanity was never about a virus.  3. Covid is a weapon of mass distraction and a means to an end - Transhumanism! 4. They are

now changing the "Pandemic" into "Endemic". I stated from the very beginning that the "measures" would not only continue; but

they would escalate. What are we seeing right now? Here's the last interview that Clmmaker Aaron Russo did...connect the dots!

tapnewswire.com/2022/01/aaron-russo-exposes-the-global-elite-central-b..
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CMT..."polyvagal" refers to the two chains of the autonomic nervous system...simply a balancing act between sympathetic and

parasympathetic branches and associated hormonal response...Sympathetic being the primitive egoic Cght/right reaction to fear

where judgement, immune activity and healing shutdown...And parasympathetic as the conCdently relaxed loving, healing,

meditative state of higher consciousness....Both states can turn on a dime and doubtless had great effect on societal

evolution/devolution.  

And yes this "satanic" takeover was prophecized, yet Jesus, Mohammad and the Buddha inferred we should seek "god" in the

mirror/within/among each-other/not externally in the sky and to be personally responsible for our own lives and others. These

prophets were not idols to be worshiped via organized religions but teachers/gurus/rabbis to guide us through the earthly realm.

No cavalry will come! They placed the onus "on us."

Dr. Zelenko basically indicted standard medical practice as largely fraudulent "The Science" when he turned to "alternative" healing

and survived. The hidden/forbidden redox protocol he apparently found might have shortened much of his journey through the

swamp of tech-medicine so he learned surely and indelibly the hard way to higher ground. Nearly two thirds of the country has now

called bullshit on this administration, Fauci and Gates; only the rat media continues the charade. Just hope it is not too late and

scared senile Brandon, surrounded by intelligence agents and mush heads does nothing rash.
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Klaus Schwab looks like an old turtle
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In the end, the only cure for 1984 will be worldwide 1776. There is NO such thing as a peaceful solution to the evil that is taking

over our planet. People will eventually have to rise worldwide to end this and make the evil satin worshipers go extinct forever. My

God Be with us..
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Thanks Pete.Smith, CMT and Randall. I'm a fan of the vagus nerve but the polyvagal theory or the "science of feeling safe" is

another key research advance that helps us better understand our challenges. As Randall reports, it is proposed that mammals

have evolved not one, but two branches of the vagus nerve, a state he refers to as "polyvagal." The second link discusses this

aspect. The oldest vagal systems that humans share with animals operate to process fear, as well as how dominance hierarchies

are characterized by fear and intimidation. Humans have newer vagal adaptations for social engagement that suppress fear

responses, and that human social life is characterized not only by dominance but also by prestige dynamics and autonomic

regulation in the evolution of cooperation.

The neuroscientist Stephen Porges observed that we have evolved in such a way that our perceptions and reactions are channeled

through three vagal systems: the Crst, dorsal-vagal, is shared with other living beings; the second, the sympathetic, Cght or right,

with invertebrates; and the third, ventral-vagal, with positive interaction, only with mammals. In our relationships with other beings

we go from one to another: from security and empathy to immobility and depression. The good news is that we can reschedule it.

In the Crst link you can download a book. The third link is very practical integratedlistening.com/science-of-feeling-safe  ~

www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.02750/full#:~:text=The..  ~

themovementparadigm.com/how-to-map-your-own-nervous-sytem-the-polyvaga..
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The enemy is the deep state that wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes

consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences on a psychological

level. But we have the weapons that allow us to Cght deception. Faced with the fear carried out by the media, possible responses

can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. To manage them, we would have to put a

head to the sensation, identify it, become aware of what happens to us in order to relativize it and calm down. We are in the

knowledge of true science.

Let's work on our self-esteem, strengthening with these small habits that mental and physical strength that we are going to need

so much for when this deception that unfortunately is marked. by an economic crisis where many things will be different. And we

must be prepared for what is yet to come. The manipulation of the vagus nerve is an excellent medicine to overcome the stress

caused by fear, and to see life with greater clarity and realism, is to embark on greater happiness. We must access the conscious

plane to manage fear. Now with covid we are seeing that the manipulation of people with fear is one of the challenges of any

ambition for power. This is why the face of the world is always scary and why the question about fear is usually a question about

power. Tell me how afraid you are and I'll tell you who you are. Or tell me what fear you need and I'll tell you what you want to use

the power for.
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Hi GUI , Glenn Beck has a great book out on The great reset ! I wouldn’t get it from Amazon they tried selling it with a different

cover etc . Please share with others. Make sure Bidens, Klaus Schwab and Bidens face is on the cover.

 www.amazon.com/gp/product/163763059x?ie=utf8&linkcode=ll1&tag=..
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Thanks Gui for expanding...Here's a short list of parasympathetic stimulation techniques..Conversely "sympathetic" stimulation is

easy, just turn on rat-network news and the alarming cases of omicron or warmongering or inration. Activating the

Parasympathetic Nervous System to Decrease Anxiety    Spend time in nature.    Get a massage.    Practice meditation.    Deep

abdominal breathing from the diaphragm.    Repetitive prayer.    Focus on a word that is soothing such as calm or peace.    Play

with animals or children.    Practice yoga, chi kung, or tai chi.
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Thanks CMT367, forbiddenhealing,  and Gui for your reactions.  CMT , I know about the books but I wanted to know what Gui

thougt about it or maybe used it. Randall, that is very well expressed.  Tallulah3 thats funny remark I agree with it. Gui thanks for

the links about the Polyvagal theory. Yes, its about vagus nerve and got to do with stress and fear. It is also connected to the gut

and brain. As you know much about the gut I thought you maybe you know more about and found something interesting. ~~ WEF

use fear tactics to make us comply, so they can control us. But why those worldleaders visit WEB for years and listen to a lunatic

like Klaus Schwab with his sick fantasies, is really a puzzle to me. What power he got over them?
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Gui, thanks.  @Pete.Smith, Klas Schwab is a member of the Rothschild gang.  His grandmother is a Rothschild.  So he carries on

their tradition of always attempting World domination.
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Thank you JUST, as you very well say "recognize that the Shadows are dark, but the darkness makes the Light shine brighter and

that Light provides the path away from the self-proclaimed New Gods." Let's hope the switch is ripped by all people of good will

and science shine on darkness
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Thanks RANDY, you always correctly and accurately expose, yes, the perfect storm precisely conceived by globalist elites within

corrupt capitalism, based on executive bailouts, media manipulation and arbitrary police state intrusions. It is also based on

technocracy, creating large monopolies where the workforce is automated. The new power bloc is the amalgamation of big

business, the wealthy professional classes, elite-trained technocrats, and mass-mobilizing media.

Interesting video about Rockefeller and the oligarchies, that the institutions receive donations from important foundations such as

Rockefeller, Gates, Ford, MacArthur, etc, is compromising the informative truth because they act as controllers of alternative and

critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization. It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, which seek to

deceive and further their agendas. The culprits of this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation

and manipulation. All this is part of a psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of "vaccines" as a preliminary

step to mental control of people on their way to the Great Reset.

To you who comment that this was conceived decades ago, a bit of history: In 2010 the Rockefeller Plan was drafted. It is almost

enough evidence to show that the government pre-planned the pandemic, with tighter top-down government control. The

document argued that more authoritarian leadership is needed: it included quarantines, curfews, lockdowns and forced

vaccinations. As of 2015, there is a patent application for the system and method used to test for COVID-19. The patent was

granted on October 30 of that same year. Follow the link THE COVID-PLAN / ROCKEFELLER LOCKSTEP 2010

themillenniumreport.com/2020/07/rockefeller-lockstep-2010-was-blueprin..
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Yes Brenda, the look can be enhanced by your evil thoughts, One part of Schwab's vision seems to be his wacky iteration of

"synthetic biology," which has been described as "designing and building biological modules, biological systems, and biological

machines or redesign existing biological systems for useful purposes". At its core, synthetic biology is an umbrella term that

includes a weird fringe obsession with transhumanism, or the "merging of humans with technology." A shocking article published

in LifeSite News; Transhumanists take science as their religion and believe in a philosophy of "absolute relativism" that asserts

that individuals can change reality at will, and seek to "relativize the human being" and "turn him into a putty that can be modiCed

or molded." for our taste and our desire and rejecting those limits that nature or God have placed on us”.

The professor was quoted as explaining that the Fourth Industrial Revolution “is nothing more than the implementation of

transhumanism on a global level”. In fact, in this clip from 2016, Schwab claims that this "Fourth Industrial Revolution" "will lead to

a merger of our physical, digital, and biological identities."

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..

 ~ www.lifesitenews.com/news/transhumanism-expert-exposes-liberal-billion..

 ~ rumble.com/vkm54p-klaus-schwab-great-reset-will-lead-to-a-fusion-of-ou..
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Yes, BIG, "God Be with us...."Interesting report: “THE WAR ON FREEDOM” “ Because citizen thinking has been degraded for

decades, and citizens rely on corporate-sponsored sources for basic information, it was possible, for the Crst time, to create a

virtual pandemic, planned by the super-rich, promoted by the news sources. they own, authorized by experts from the institutes

and universities they Cnance, and legitimized by government agencies (and international institutions like the World Health

Organization) that have been radically privatized.”

“Those unseen forces now feel free to demand of us, without any accountability to science, that we have whatever substance they

offer injected into our bodies as a condition of the right to attend school, Cnd employment, or receive medical treatment…..That

process is executed as an invisible dictatorship that controls a distracted, confused and unfocused population, drowned in

connectivity.” “Nothing will get better until citizens recognize that the cause of this nightmare…. it is the end of the self-suPcient

and informed citizen with access. to the writings of experts with a deep commitment to the scientiCc method and ethical

principles.” www.globalresearch.ca/tyranny-overran-united-states-we-watching-youtub..  . Thank you COROLAN for the

information.
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SPARS Pandemic Scenario www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/Center-projects/completed-pro..   Statement on Johns

Hopkins Center for Health Security SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028: A Futuristic Scenario for Public Health Risk Communicators

www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/Center-projects/completed-pro..   THIS is the important link to the actual document

stars.library.ucf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1029&context=jic..  ~ stars.library.ucf.edu/.../4
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So glad to see your comments, Guillermou! I've been missing you. Someone posted that you have been busy with another project.

Hope that went well and glad you're back here with us and Dr. Mercola. We appreciate you!
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Graphene Does not Degrade - it Assimilates.  It's not that there is a degradation of graphene, as the terrestrial data indicates, where

they even share a body mechanism by which it is removed (wrong by the way, according to our data). It is not a degradation of the

injected graphene, but the material or the amount of graphene injected has been assimilated or has found its place among the

tissues of the human body. So they need more doses to provoke the total change of the DNA in a more accelerated way and not

with the normal process of cell duplication.

So graphene is not degrading, it has only bound to the tissues and they need to give more to the people so that there is a

saturation of the material in the cells.  Then young people will have a better chance of being able to assimilate the genetic change

and become remotely controlled, soulless biological robots. While older and weaker people or those with genetic or physical

problems will be destined for extermination.  In other words, the vaccines are intended to Cnd those who have certain genetic traits

that are useful to the controllers.

And those are the ones who have aPnity with the Reptilian races and Maitre, among other variants, and with other names like

Vlash for example, turning people into their hybrids and under their control. To say that the body eliminates graphene is

irresponsible. I do not doubt that it will eliminate it to some extent, the body tries to do that from the beginning, and yes, a portion

will be eliminated, but not all, and what is left is what has already been adapted and has entered the cells. And the surplus that

would be detected as being eliminated by the body, is the one that has already done its job.

Vaccination is NOT an option.  swaruu.org/transcripts/graphene-does-not-degrade-it-assimilates-aneeka..  
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Gui: spot on as always, and thank you for that link to the e-book…I’ve been reading it.
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Peaceful revolution is not going to work. The satin worshipers are only going to keep at the worlds throats until fraud-chee, klown

shitwab, soros, gates, trump,and obozo are arrested or lynched, charged with crimes against humanity and executed. I am really

surprised that people have not lynched shitwab, gates, fraudchee, or soros yet, especially gates and fraud-chee the mass

murderers. All these evil scumbags have arrest warrants by the world court for crimes against humanity.
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Whats the point Gui? We already know....nothing is happening to change narrative from Mercola. See my other post. I am tired of

the daily depression articles.
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It has been fairly quiet in America for a while. One must ask whether this is the quiet before the storm. Part of the reason is because

people are tired of being "talked at" and "talked down to". Patriots are no longer listening. As the saying goes, they are busy reloading and

battening down the hatches. Coercion will ultimately backCre big time, but there will be a lot of suffering Crst. Let me remind you... “They

tried to bury us, but they forgot we are seeds.” --Alexandra Boutopoulou

Every day they try to push us further. Even those who once lined up to be jabbed now have buyer's remorse. This is not going to end well

for the elites. They will be brought to justice. It is not going to even take a majority of the population to rebel. A few people really can

change the world. It only took 3% to form America. They forget, we are numerous and they are surrounded. It would be wonderful if 100%

of the people stood up and refused to comply. I am a realist. I know this will never happen. I do know we have some very brave people in

strategic positions who could, within their professions and networks, bring this mania to a screeching halt. It would not take all of them,

just enough of them.

I am encountering a multitude of people driven by fear. Now, the numbers are shifting to those who are angry. When the status quo is no

longer a safe and comfortable place to be, people are willing to risk change.  There is a lesson here. There is no escape, no place to run to

and no place to hide. When your back is against the wall, you only have one option left if you want to survive. You must Cght like your life

depends upon it, because it does. Our Creator in His wisdom, made us all wonderfully unique--which is another reason why we must

retain our DNA and our humanity. We have each been given special talents and skills--all useful and none too humble.  We are given these

gifts to use--there is no other reason for us to have them. Be useful, be kind and be wise.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have not seen numbers on the Mercola readership in quite a while. I recall, that, on a really good day, it might reach 200,000.

This is a small army! How many of you are willing to step out of your comfort zone and engage with those who are still ignorant,

brain-washed or in denial? It can be "uncomfortable" when challenging someone's belief system because they resist change.

However, it is necessary to make them think. The message may need to be repeated many times before they Cnally understand

and accept it. Just as they have been hypnotically entranced and mind-controlled by the lies they have been repeatedly told.

We must turn the tables on those who spew propaganda. The mandates being imposed upon us can be turned around against

them.  Use their same methods against them. As hubby says, you need to shock people, "First, slam their Cngers in the pickup door

to make sure you have their full attention." Do not wear the silly paper of fabric masks. I am immediately concerned about your

health an all the respiratory diseases that are increasing.

Covering your mouth is a way to silence you physically as well as psychologically. The reality is that most of us cannot go

bare-faced in certain situations--either because of personal risk or concern for the family businesses we deal with. Get yourself a

clear face shield instead. Smile through it!  Make jokes about it --humor reaches people. When you see a salesperson or cashier

removing their mask for a brief respite to breathe, tell them directly, "It is ok, masks are not necessary around me" and remove

yours.  Finally, I AM ASKING EVERY PERSON TO WRITE AN ANTI-TYRANNY MESSAGE ON THEIR FACE COVERING. Be prepared to

explain and defend it if anyone asks or challenges you. From now on, consider the face covering a free advertising space. If you do

this, others will feel supported, empowered and gain conCdence, no longer feeling they are quite so alone. It will encourage more

people to speak out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 4:50:54 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What mask ? I have NEVER worn a mask.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 5:06:52 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Almond, for some strange reason I have not been getting the Mercola newsletters everyday like I used to.  I have been

wondering what has happened and thought Dr Mercola must have been taking a break. I don't wear a mask and never have.  I'm not

sure about people joining me in non-compliance because I was the only one walking around without a mask in a shopping centre

with hundreds of people.  I despair!  Are there ever going to be enough who wake up in time? I guess I could wear one on my head

like a headband with the message:  "this mask is as useless as our politicians" ... but I'm not sure I could Ct that on!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 5:20:13 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon... Not all of us have that option all the time.  There are vindictive politicians who go looking for trouble.  One of the

saddest cases was a mechanic working underneath a car on his back on a dolly.  Now, you can do the math about how far away he

was social distancing from another standing person.  Inspectors were sent to his business and he was Cned $1500 for being found

without a face covering! However, when I have been pushed in many circumstances, I have told stores I do not need to shop there.

 Such as those who tell me I can only wear certain kinds of face coverings.  In one instance an absurd level of insanity was reached

when I was told I must wear 2 face coverings.   I do tend to push the envelope where I can.  I may just say, "my asthma".  Yet, out of

respect for certain other struggling shop owners, I do not want to bring the wrath of the state down on them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 5:20:51 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Orage... That is a good slogan.  If anyone wants to contribute more ideas for slogans, please do.  I already eliminated "Let's go,

Brandon".  Not because it might offend some people, but because I considered it ineffective.  The goal is to make people think.

 Keep it short. My husband suggested, "Fauci lied.  People died."  (aka Bush) "An injection is not health." "Fauci--public enemy #1"

“No vax No passport” “Coercion is not consent.”

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 5:29:56 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, we need to Cght against tyranny and slavery. we want to be free. A message from Children's Health Defense: Get

active! Help others engage in the movement. Share information with compassion, empathy, and an open heart to bring others to

the right side of history. We at Children’s Health Defense are calling on advocates everywhere including our state and international

chapters, coalition partners, aPliates and all of humanity to peacefully assemble and actively engage with your state elected

representatives to stand against mandates. Seven Ways to Show up Strong in 2022

1. Join us on Sunday January 23rd, 2022 in Washington, DC for the “Defeat the Mandates: An American Homecoming” event.

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. along with many others will be addressing the crowd. We are going to come together – black, white and

hispanic; vaccinated and unvaccinated; Democrats and Republicans – to Cght for freedom and to march on Washington in peace.

The discrimination against the unvaccinated is an assault upon the very fabric that makes us a free, democratic society. With tens

of thousands expected in attendance, this will be a historic event you do not want to miss! Go to www.defeatthemandatesdc.com

to register and join us!  #DefeatTheMandatesDC #DoNotComply defeatthemandatesdc.com  

2,  Find the date for the start of your state's 2022 legislative session. If your state hasn’t commenced the new session yet, be

prepared to be at your statehouse on day one and bring your friends. www.multistate.us/.../2022-legislative-session-dates   3.

Organize and invite local groups and community members to show up at your statehouse and to meet with your elected

representatives. Collaborate with as many groups as possible within your community who are concerned with health freedom. We

have strength in numbers!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 5:35:36 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

4, Create promotional graphics with our free design templates to promote your event and get the word out! If you are planning a

rally, be sure to share the information with CHD so we can feature it on the Worldwide Walkouts page and in our Community

Calendar. childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwid..   5. Visit our Advocacy Hub to download, print

and share educational handouts and postcards with your community and elected oPcials. Here is some helpful guidance for

interacting successfully with legislators. childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/defender..  

6. Engage in polite dialogue with your local board of education members, school administrators, county executives, department of

health oPcials, mayors and other local elected oPcials on this critical cause. Request meetings and attend in small groups, be

prepared to share information and educational materials and advocate for health choice in your community. Review your school

district's approved Health & Safety plan. These are public reports that you can check to see whether the American Rescue Plan Act

and COVID grants your school may be receiving are driving mandates in your district.

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/handouts..   7. Download, print and share our new stickers and join

the “Stick to the Truth” campaign.  Post them in high traPc, high-exposure public areas such as community bulletin boards and

utility poles to share important truth-based messages to counter the propaganda.

 childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/defender..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 5:36:01 AM
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Almond - "Injection is not health" really grabbed me.  I wonder how my 24/7 news watchers would retaliate if I used it... I'll let you

kmow!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 6:48:43 AM
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Almond--What about the slogan?   VACCINE     Kiss     My     Molasses

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 7:59:41 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Injection not the proper term! My car has fuel injection - you may want to use Innoculation equals indocrtrination!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/16/2022 9:12:30 AM
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Bottom line: there is NO peaceful resolution to the nwo kabal attempt to destroy humanity. Time is soon coming that the solution

to their extermination will be brought fourth. The people will rise and destroy the satin worshipers before they destroy us.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Wave Displacement Theory can be applied metaphorically to Propaganda Theory: multiple info sources in sync saying the same

thing at the same time and audience signiCcantly ampliCes the power of the "info-wave." Alternatively, half of all info sources in

sync saying the opposite thing (to what the other half says) at the same time and audience signiCcantly cancels the power of the

info-wave. It's rogue waves in a storm that topple ships, but a tsunami from an upheaval is felt everywhere; its waves can't be held

back."  ~Originally published as a comment on a Dr. Mercola article, 01/02/2022, 13 days before Hunga Tonga tsunami/undersea

volcanic eruption. Also, ""Zelenko explains: “In the mid-‘90s, it became obvious that the American economy was doomed. The

Medicare and Social Security systems would become insolvent, and that would cause a tsunami-like effect nationally and

internationally. And it was unstoppable.""
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the great links Gui to produce the brochures and posters.  I am going to do that.

Almond another thing you could do is write "Allergy" on your mask and wear it on top of your head.  When someone asks you what

you are allergic to just tell them "Bullsh***t"
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Orage... I love your coping skills. We all need a booster shot of humor at this time to keep our sanity. However, it is also a very good

idea. I have received no criticism of my political messages.  In fact, they seem to provoke curiosity and make people think, which is

my goal. I Cnd people siddle up to me to read the message and then smile.  It also seems to be giving people conCdence to think

freely, whereas before, many were afraid to speak up.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW ! ! - what a great interview - I love Zelenko's straightforward nonplussed conveyance of the TRUTH - this man is so IMPRESSIVE -

his analysis leaves one in no doubt as to the veracity of his take on WHAT IS HAPPENING to contemporary society right now, as we speak

- the last part of the interview where Zelenko discusses what is about to happen - what cannot be avoided - is breath takingly sobering -

this man is a Modern Sage - his information that Ralph Baric not only engineered the species crossing technology used in Gain of

Function but also published a paper in the 90's with the antidotes is astounding - Zelenko says it is well known that many of the

politicians are not vaccinated while pushing the jab for the public - and Dr Mercola predicts that Sanjay Gupta will be executed for his

Sesame Street vaccine pushing for 5 year olds - this interview is full of bombshells that explode while you watch - rivetting viewing -

everything you should know is revealed - don't miss out!! - here is your chance to be fully INFORMED
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, people of integrity transmit the truth, take care of people's health, do not pursue their own interests marked by power

and ambition. We need true science, integrated people who project wisdom to promote the health of the planet and the living

beings that inhabit it. Our future well-being depends on placing relationships at the forefront of our collective interests. Love for

nature, for life, for all the creatures in the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life.

The multinational corporations want to be the masters and lords of the planet. Capitalism and imperialism advance through the

enzyme of the people, destroying local communities and economies, undermining local trade and production, exploiting work and

repressing social solidarity, supporting large corporations that are destroying people's health with "vaccines" and drugs that cause

terrible side effects. It is genocide disguised as good intentions. the Great Reset that will enhance the slavery of humanity.

Zelenko noted that the world's experts are warning that this can be a global genocidal event based on experiments made on animal

models: The vaccines killed the animals when they were loaded with antibodies, which challenged the current virus and immunized

them. The animals died because of their own immune system, and that's what's going to happen to vaccinated humans as well.

EXPERTS WEIGH IN ON COVID-19 RESPONSE newstarget.com/2022-01-13-zelenko-effective-covid19-protocols-demonize..

 (01/13/2022)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - in yesterday's article MaCollough referred to Australia buying 14 million vials of "vaccine" - enough for 7 years - and today

Zelenko tells us that in some states of Australia you will get 6 months in jail for advising any medication other than vaccines for

Covid - they apparently are not denying ePcacy but state that this is because it causes "vaccine hesitancy" - what strikes me about

these statements is that the crooked politicians are enforcing compliance as part of their corrupt kickback payouts - how can the

citizens of Australia eat CRAAP like this and still be able to swallow??
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan/Gui....Yup, that was the stated reason for Jokovich's troubles, that he might incite vaxxx hesitancy...What a transparent move

down-under in the Ol Penal Colony!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, early on in the Australian tyrannical takeover, an interviewer mentioned what Zev Zelenko just said: (not sure the timing of

when) the Aussies gave up all their weapons a while ago, under some pretext or other. This is what differentiates what is occurring

in the US. Most people here acknowledge that going door-to-door to check on people's vaxx status is likely a perilous idea.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan I bet  the Australians will all be dead before they can use that many jabs
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forbidden - "Novaxx" is a sportsman with BRAINS rose, Zelenko foresees an armed insurrecton n the U SA tallulah - Ozzies are a

hardy lot - they will revolt
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley....did you you actually need more reinforcement to what you already believe or are you at the point of action? Just sayin.

We need less articles to support what we all know and more proactive information to help us move forward out of our otherwise

inevitable Depression in the face of a tyrant we never fought.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lionel - a "CALL TO ACTION" IS REQUIRED ! ! - this type of action is callled a MOVEMENT - all you need is a catalyst like a Trucker's

Convoy"- that is the action
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading these almost daily Covid articles is very stressful, but I continue because I'm a truth seeker. Apparently, truth seekers and

researchers are often RH neg blood types,(my latest research subject). I worry that living a decent life as an unvaxxed person will

eventually become impossible, and the   sick and infertile vaxxed will slowly die off. When the New World Order end up owning us, I image

there'll be few of us left, destroyed by vaccines, damaged and toxic food, air and water, 5G, and depression, etc.   Those left will have to be

looked after so they can be productive slaves. If reincarnation exists, I hope my soul doesn't make the stupid decision to return here.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m with you in re: soul not deciding to come back. However I wonder why I decided to incarnate in this era. The stress I feel is like

nothing else in my life.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am one of those who is not afraid of death and I hate being told what to do and in my time, I have been a leader and I have

gathered respect from all of those, with whom I came into contact with. I have been tried and tested in the most demanding of

habitats and I am not a coward - it is how it is. This is the potential end of humanity for most of us, as we know it, if not all of us

and I never thought, I would ever see this in my lifetime and i wish I had not, this lifetime. Stick to what you believe in and don't let

anyone force you, against your will, to do what they want you to do.

Ultimately, nothing is free and the more you cost them in housing and feeding you, because of your human rights, the more it will

cost them to be able to do that AND it is not for very long, probably one to two years forwards, tops and then most of "them" will be

dead and conCning you won't be top of anyone's agenda then. Take every opportunity to use non compliance in whatever you are

ordered to do and make your incarceration hard for them, after all, you have committed no crime, so you can't be housed with

criminals who have, nor can you be made to do anything you don't want to do, because your Human Rights will protect you - and

when they don't, make a lot of noise and demand your rights be obeyed and taken care of - non humans, aliens (animals) and

humans must not be housed together - it is how it is - and the more you chip away at the foundations, the harder you make it for

them to contain you.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@GoldCoaster: We have all lived many lives and will live many more. Check out Dolores Cannon. She wrote 5 or 6 books and I read

them all. She accidentally got into past life regression and had many people, during her career, under hypnosis, talk about past

lives, knowing things they should not have known about events, unless they were there. The body dies, but consciousness is

eternal. If your heart is black in this life you Cnd yourself in a dark unpleasant place when you die, but you are only there as long as

it takes for you to truly be sorry for how you wasted your life and cry out for help.

If your heart was good in this life, apparently you Cnd yourself in the same black void, but there is a light in the distance. You move

toward it and Cnd your deceased friends and loved ones there waiting for you in, basically, what is described as paradise. It's been

many years since I read those books, but I think it's safe to say the object of this process is to elevate your consciousness to a

level that you can merge back with the Source from which your soul was created. As for returning here again- no worries, there is

an endless number of worlds to incarnate on. BTW, you are right about Earth being diPcult. In Canon's books it is described as one

of the toughest planets to incarnate on.
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adioconnellgmail.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My friend my heart breaks for so many with no hope amidst the backdrop of a world plunging into darkness. But no need to fear!

The Great Reset - is short-lived  and  it will be interrupted and brought to an end. It's not earthly judges that will judge the

perpetrators for this evil against humanity. There's a Numberg trial coming that will make the original look like child's play. For

these men and rulers of the Earth so obsessed with this agenda Lucifer has placed in their heart, that they will stop at nothing, and

are going to try and "nuke" Jesus out of the heavens as He comes back to Earth to take over the world.  Revelation 19:19 And I saw

the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against him that sat on the horse, and

against his army.  Read the remainder of the Chapter to see what happens next. God's plan will not be interrupted, His will is to

bring Heaven to Earth, and so shall it be.  The Saints, unfortunately, many will be killed because of non-compliance, but look where

the Saints of God end up: Revelation 7:9 9 After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count,

from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and

were holding palm branches in their hands. ---- They have been redeemed and stand before God as holy. Wow! If you don't know

Christ today, Jesus calls you to become one of those redeemed from the world. Give you life and heart to Jesus today. Repent for

your sins, get baptized in His name, and  God promised to give you His Holy Spirit - It is the Holy Spirit of God that seals us as His

own. Choose to follow Christ today. Don't forget to read your bible and pray every day and walk in love with everyone. God bless

you.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t believe in reincarnation. I believe in Jesus
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm RH+. I've always searched for truth and understanding, and analyzed everything.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richardnoakes, they make up new crimes to imprison people that disagree with them. Or they don't state a crime and just imprison

them, like the January 6th people who were arrested.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that the world is going to revolt damn soon. There are millions of us against HOW MANY of them?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GoldCoaster,  I understand, hang in there, the International Criminal Cabal (ICC) have only 13-15 years left.  Hang in there, we need

all like yourself (pureblood's) alive.
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NoFear11
Joined On 1/12/2021 5:27:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey GoldCoaster, interesting comments and in full agreement here.  With regards to your comment on : ‘Apparently, truth seekers

and researchers are often RH neg blood types,(my latest research subject)’ as a medically trained eternally curious person (who is

also RH-), I would be curious to learn more as to the results of your project so far? Where can I Cnd out more about this interesting
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‘side-topic’ that may be a more healthy interest/distraction per se, than the horrifying other world developments and keeping up

with this (as you say), but ready to resist and continue to not comply either way. (In the U.K. here).
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Bunny3
Joined On 5/13/2008 5:25:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless this great doctor who has saved so many lives.  God has kept him alive for a reason.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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Bunny ~  I totally agree with you.  Dr. Zelenko has been through SO MUCH with his health, but has been given this voice and

platform and in using those, along with sharing his amazing knowledge, is helping us all.
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henrysmom
Joined On 9/8/2010 2:36:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree 100%. I trust few, very few, men. I put my faith Crst in God. But as far as humans go, I actually trust Dr. Zelenko. God created

him for times such as these…
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article.  Rarely do I read Dr. Merccola's articles word for word.  This one I have read and will reread. To me Peaceful Protests and

Peaceful Civil Disobedience are the answer.  Last Friday we were out on our Main Street again with signage such as "Freedom to Choose",

"No Vax", "Do Not Comply", and "No Vax Passport".  Plus a sign that says "Honk for Freedom".   We got a lot of supporting honks,

especially from the truck drivers.  One screamed that we will Cnd our freedom in the grave, some gave us the middle Cnger salute and

some just screamed obscenities at us. All in all we feel we are slowly reaching people and they are waking up.  This is a weekly event.

Plans are in the works to protest at the home of the County Health OPcer.
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balhawk
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I've found about a 10-1 ratio of honks and thumbs up to middle Cngers and obscenities at the rallies I've attended.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the point of being tested if you have no symptoms? What sort of paranoia is being promoted in an attempt to convince people

who feel perfectly Cne that they are using a worthless test? Not to mention that people will stand in line for hours, in proximity to other

sick people, waiting to be tested. Even if you test negative, what is to say you would not test positive the next day?  Heart breaking to see

the videos of young children being physically removed from their parents and imprisoned in solitary metal isolation boxes with bars due

to their “alleged” exposure. The children are crying out who-knows-what (“mama!”?) because I do not speak Chinese and cannot

interpret.

Loves... Wish I was in charge of the medical system. It would be health care instead of sick care.  We would be doing prevention.  We

would be enhancing health among the already "normal" people. We would be looking closer at the number of fentanyl deaths than those

dying "with" covid"--for which there is no accurate test, but a lot of $proPt$ involved for hospitals. Medicare would not be sending out 2

copies of exactly the same printed material in the same envelope encouraging people to get vaxed.

90% of ePcient routine medical care relies on the physician patient relationship.  None exists where a patient must produce an ID to be

seen by a physician. They know very little about this person. I would eliminate many of the monopoly laws that keep doctors out of

private practice because the bureaucracy has become too cumbersome for them to manage in a small oPce. I would not have doctors

signing off for techies on services they did not perform just to get full physician reimbursement.  -continued-
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The frustration I feel is suffocating.  Not only all that - but the excuses for ineptitude in business is ridiculous.  Zoom doctor's calls

for ortho - this is hurting my mother and I'm furious.  I'm so done with it all!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simply to control the row of humanity. To tell you and and where you can move about too in a day today world. Never in history

have we made the healthy appear to be the problem and or quarantined. The myth of the asymptomatic spreader along with

fraudulent use of the Mullis developed PCR testing were intentionally used indoctrinated into peoples minds in the name of

science and that we are "all in this together". Throw in 24-7 365 pounding into the minds on society using tax payer monies and

voila! Remember gates and Fauci both feel the CCP is the perfect model
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - on the colntrary - the test is FRAUDULENT - so the question becomes "what is the point of testing with a FRAUDULENT

test? - and furthermore, the virus is a computer simulation that has no reality - how can you even suggest that there is a point??
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny thing, the people running the testing sites (in my state at least) are well aware this is a joke, no symptoms = healthy.

Employers and airlines demanding evidence are being played by the maCa's "health care" system. Addl: as it has been for

centuries, the Chinese are raised in collectivism, or with collective thinking. Their kids Cnd out early how brutal a system they live

in, it becomes internalized and normalized. Zero tolerance for covid? Good luck with that.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would put school nurses back in schools.  They are an important resource person and the only health care many children receive.

 When I worked in an inner-city school, the Crst person we contacted before a home visit was the school nurse as they could often

tell us what problems the family was facing. I would attract the best and brightest students to med school by returning autonomy

to practice. I would get govt out of our wallets, bedrooms and off our land.  Not tell people what to think. brodie... We are not "all in

this together".  Steps being taken are not "for the good of all". Some of us have taken responsibility for ourselves and we do not

consider ourselves a ward of the oppressive nanny state. For example, I am convinced you will not die of covid if you have

OPTIMIZED your serum level of vitamin D at 70 (-80) ng/ml. Likely, your overall health would improve as well.
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We  need to publicize Baric's 2010 paper everywhere we can. THEY KNEW very well that zinc + an ionophore blocked viral replication and

so there is PROOF that they knowingly FORBADE EARLY TREATMENT.  This is MASS MURDER and everyone from Fauci to the local

hospital authority needs to face justice for the thousands of lives lost. There is plenty of evidence on early treatment - cf. Yale Professor

of Epidemiology, Harvey Risch, who uses data from around the world to show 85% of lives DELIBERATELY LOST in western countries

could have been saved. We need to publicize Baric's paper far and wide till it can no longer be ignored.  Let's post messages like this on

every forum we can:  *Find Ralph Baric’s 2010 paper showing zinc delivered to cells stops the replication of SARS-coronavirus. The

people who created the virus ALREADY HAD THE CURE and FORBADE it to us. The paper is:  Zn(2+) inhibits coronavirus and arterivirus

RNA polymerase activity in vitro and zinc ionophores block the replication of these viruses in cell culture.*
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly one year ago when zero people were vaccinated in Australia, they had 260 active cases.  Today with 80% of their population

vaccinated they have 1,179,328 active cases.  This vaccine is great, isn't it?www.worldometers.info/.../australia
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, that’s a big difference
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Leahoz
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Nep7624, the Psy-Ops is working well.
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balhawk
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And yet they won't let the best tennis player on the planet in because he refuses the jab.  Are they afraid he will infect them with

good health and reason?   That must be it.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least 2years ago, I decided NO VAXX. In 2022 I feel even more strongly, No Vaxx.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, such insanity! I have stated this variously, and the usual response is "Omicron spreads much faster than the Delta

variant.....but vaccinations prevent severe disease and death",  blah blah blah.... It's so maddening and frustrating!! Believe it or not,

there are thousands of Aussies who are protesting the jabs, a huge number of double vaxxed are ignoring the pleas from

government and health oPcials "to get the booster".
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been using hypothermic therapy to purge viruses quickly from my body for years. At the onset of a cold I would drink water and

crawl under the electric blanket on HI and go to sleep. I would check my temp and drink more water between naps.  Usually with in 8

hours the fever would be gone.  I used heat along with tetracycline to purge my body of Lyme and co-infections. I used a hot tub

calibrated to 108 2x day for 30 minutes... The value of heat, as simple as an electric blanket or heating pad, has huge potential for early at

home treatment after possible exposure to viruses.
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Shannisse
Joined On 11/15/2008 7:59:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My grandfather, born in 1880, always swore by sweating out a cold or ru. He would wear a sweater over his pyjamas and a woolly

hat on his head and go to bed with a hot water bottle. In 24 hours he claimed he had broken it. Some kind of instinctive wisdom

perhaps.
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, bundling up to increase your body temperature helps fever to develop if it's going to develop. If I feel I have a virus, I toss

several light blankets on top of the normal bedclothes at night. A fever results; I allow it to cook the virus away. In the morning the

fever breaks and is replaced by perspiration; I feel much better afterward. Fifty years ago a man contracted mononucleosis (aka

Epstein-Barr virus, aka glandular fever (British term)). He immersed himself in a hot bath, not so hot that it would be a danger, and

he kept the water hot for at least an hour before coming out of the tub. He did this two nights in a row, and his mononucleosis

cleared quickly despite that mono can linger for a long time.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM
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I remain unvaccinated, although there is a push "here" for everyone to be vaccinated by early February - I will be one of the few who refuse

and eventually I expect I will be removed and housed somewhere else, at the mercy of my captors, however, they will be non human and I

will still be human with all of my human rights, which cannot be denied me, until I agree of my own free will and free choice to have their

vaccines, to become non human, which I will never do. Interesting times ahead - will I be left in my home to die from natural causes in the

next 10 years or so - or will my freedom and home be taken away from me and replaced with their conCnement - in retirement either way

is just another way to survive on a day to day basis, I provide a roof over my head, clothes on my back and food in my stomach, or "they"

do that for me?

If there are others with the same mindset as my own, then they will provide the company I don't enjoy now, living as I do and the more

single females the better, me being male that isThe vaccinated are automatically patented under the 2013 American Law with world wide

application and a patented human is a non human with no rights, so everything they own, now belongs to the vaccine maker of their jab

choice and "you will own nothing and you will be happy" makes more sense don't you think?: December 8, 2021 by Dr. Ariyana  Love Link

Here: HUMANS ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, RichardNoakes, consider that the so-called next-generation mRNA vaccines intervene directly in the patient's genetic material

and therefore alter the individual genetic material, subject to patent that represents genetic manipulation, something that was

already prohibited. and considered criminal. Dr. McCullough states: “Here in the United States, we have millions of people

vaccinated (with COVID-19 bioweapon injections. This is by far the deadliest and most toxic biological agent ever injected into a

human body in history. of the United States." "Americans are going to bear the brunt of what will invariably be a failed mass

vaccination program that will be considered one of the deadliest, one of the most damaging and one of the most costly in human

history," I am deeply appalled at the loss. of free speech and scientiCc discourse,” McCullough said.

www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..

 ~ www.lifesitenews.com/news/doctor-covid-vaccination-program-most-deadly..  

As Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, an experienced physician, said: In fact, this “promising vaccine” for the vast majority of people should be

FORBIDDEN, because it is genetic manipulation! ". This vaccine is problematic in terms of health, morals and ethics, and also in

terms of genetic damage that, unlike the damage caused by previous vaccines, will be irreversible and irreparable. After an

unprecedented mRNA vaccine, they will have to live with the consequences, because they can no longer be cured simply by

removing toxins from the human body, just like a person with a genetic defect such as Down syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome,

Turner syndrome , genetic cardiac arrest, hemophilia, cystic. Cbrosis, Rett syndrome, etc.), because the genetic defect is forever!

survivalblog.science.blog/2020/12/07/vaccine-covid-irreversible-geneti..
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This is temporary, we are always connected with the divine source, no Fauci, vaccine, new world order, etc etc. can separate us

from our spiritual core. Turn within, "the Kingdom is within..." as Jesus said, not out there, up in the sky as organised religion

teaches. "Be still and know that I am God" is my favourite psalm. Connect with the divine, within. The external world will pass.
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Brilliant Analysis of TRUTH! Holy Cow! When Conspiracy Theories come TRUE right before your WIDE-Opened Eyes and Critically thinking

BRAINS! You cannot make this Sh-t up! DO NOT COMPLY!!! We CAN & WILL overcome this EVIL swirling around us, Because GOD is on

our SIDE!
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So, you are listening to the radio and the weather report says a bad storm is moving in. What do you do? Start soaking some beans, check

your woodpile, Cll some water jugs, pile warm clothing and blankets, set the rashlights out, look out for your animals, vehicles, water

lines, etc.. This is exactly what you need to be doing now, only on a much larger and broader scale. Scarcity inevitably leads to inration.

This is going to get much worse before it gets better, because, if no one is working, goods are not being produced and reaching markets.

Already, we see that mail has slowed to a snail’s pace.

Heirloom seed—buy, save, sell-swap, grow. Reuseable canning lids. Plant grapes, a plum tree, an apple tree. (Grape juice/wine/fruit

leather, prunes, schnitz are easy to preserve and store. Raisins as a sugar substitute.) Food does not come from grocery stores.  Food will

be used to control people. People will be put thru some hard times until nearly everyone runs out of everything. Then, complete

submission will be demanded. This process is going to take many years.  A cashless society will signal complete control. Already, we are

seeing a surge in crimes… even stealing vehicles to get groceries and people following shoppers home from grocery stores to steal their

purchases.  

I told hubby today… even if we can no longer buy fruit—we will still get a reasonable amount of apples, an abundance of prunes, wild

berries, domestic blueberries and cherries… even without some of our other young orchard trees that are not yet in full production. We

may be reduced to eating venison, rabbits, doves and an occasional Csh even if there is no gasoline to travel and wild harvest more. We

can always grow squash, beans and cornmeal. There are greens and mushrooms in the forest in addition to less palatable subsistence

foods. I have no delusions about life being easy without gasoline or electricity, but it has been done before and can be done again, if

necessary.
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Part of the problem is that people are lamenting the shortage of frozen pizzas and hashbrowns, canned soups and pastas.  They

have never learned to cook.  All of these things can be made from scratch and the ingredients for them are still widely available in

some form, even if you must substitute some ingredients.  Foods should be canned, in-season or put into cold storage. Food

supplies must be replenished on a nature cycle throughout the year.  You have no continuity otherwise. You cannot learn

everything from a book, but you can learn a lot.  From a cookbook--and online videos.
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Yup Almond is right, prep now. Buy land in the middle of nowhere if you can. Learn to garden, forage, hunt, Clter water, can, buy

what you can at bulk. Learn some skills for goodness' sake! Raising chickens, bees, gardens, etc.  Land is where everything comes

from. Tell me one thing that does not ultimately come from the land if you trace the steps . . .  Also if you buy land make sure there

is water running through for your own drinking and for the sake of wildlife.
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Many Amish people are an example.
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Something else people have not thought about. What will you feed your animals when commercial feed is in short supply or you

are not part of the digital currency system (i.e., you have a low social credit score)? What can you raise to feed livestock or poultry?

Have you considered pumpkins, mangels, thousandhead kale, corn?  What about an outdoor bin for fermenting "green stuff" as

was done in WWII when food went to troops instead of use as livestock feed? Can you replenish and rotate pasture for free range

or grass-fed? You will need a continuous food source that stores well and where you keep your own seed. You will need extra land

for this.

Are you prepared to raise your own replacement animals--perhaps trading off with other farmer's so herds do not get inbred or

getting new roosters in the henhouse? Have you considered what size animals are reasonable for meat sales, but also homestead

use? Perhaps you would be better off with a smaller breed or goats? I have no desire to raise large animals for meat or milk,

although I will be happy to smoke and cure meats and sausage when I have it.  I generally do not buy meat. Maybe once

seasonally? I am a hunter and prefer to let Mother Nature raise meat animals. We are both healthiest for it.  We do not drink milk.

Previously, I learned to adapt to a dairy free diet out of necessity. I do buy a bit of butter, though. I can make an ersatz butter from

nuts, which was, once, all I had to use for a long time.

We are fortunate to have pork fat given to us for rendering to lard. Likewise, bees. I love bees, but do not want to become a

beekeeper.  I do think it is important to have eggs, though.  Consider alternatives to chicken, inc. duck. You may want a couple

geese as guard animals to let you know if strangers are around, too.  You will not keep a dairy cow.  She will keep you. Her needs

will determine your schedule. I would willingly trade my cheese making skill for a neighbor's milk, instead. Likewise, bees.
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-continued- I love bees, but do not want to become a beekeeper. We make our land avail to others for that and get honey in

exchange. I prefer to spend my time growing fruit of all sorts. Interestingly, few of my friends take much of an interest--at least on

the scale I do it--so any surplus I have is always in demand.  A person can live very well and healthfully if they have only lard, meat,

some sort of seafood, fruits and vegetables for a traditional diet. I remind myself, that during this time of shortages, many people

would be grateful to have that much.
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Well, Almond not everybody is lucky enough to live in the country - so what could those people do??? While other people was

making money - I was studying...for the future - which would not give me food in such a situation....so do I deserve to starve? Or

what?
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Almond, That's a wonderful ideal, and I have been trying to put myself in a position to live that way since I retired. I've worked on

farms, studied about farming and FoxCre subjects (like canning, herbal healing, building a chicken coop -- you get the idea), then

later moved to existing, operating farms so that I might get a foothold on homesteading. It was a combination of paying rent and

doing volunteer work that was mostly in the Celds. However, unfortunate circumstances developed - ranging from one of the

landlord's drug use; another landlord had violent domestic problems with an estranged ex; my own health limitations that were

increasing; and more - and these situations served to force me to drop the avenue of getting into subsistence farming and living.

Your situation is workable maybe in part due to the fact that you have a hubby to help, you have enough money, know-how, and

physical and mental ability. You are fortunate and I'm glad for you. I hope more and more are in a position where they may follow

your advice. I believe many of us want that kind of life and hopefully someone with means might provide a place where those who

are honest and willing to work in ways they can (and in ways that will contribute), pay, and dedicate their energies to life on a

community farm, will set up this type of community.

It's not feasible at my age to try to become Amish - maybe I should have thought of that years ago. Kudos to you for putting

yourself in the right situation early enough to sustain and survive. I worried that Gates was buying up all the farmland just so the

rest of us would have fewer choices to live off-grid; it is encouraging to know people beat him to the punch and I hope there are a

lot more just like you who are able to do this.
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Mac... As an adult, you are responsible for yourself. I know this is shocking news for some people, but it is the truth. The reality is

that you may starve if you do not take action. That is why I warn people.   If you have been studying, have you learned useful skills

that that will keep you employed under the circumstances that may be forthcoming? Are these skills you could expand upon, or

learn more new skills? If you have a roof over your head, do you have a patio or balcony where you could practice intensive

gardening? Do you have a windowsill for sprouts or microgreens?

If you have a yard, what can you plant? Do you live near parks, wilderness areas or right-of-ways where you could forage? What are

your opportunities for hunting--even if only on public land? Most people should be able to do some kind of Cshing.   There are

sportsman's groups, foraging groups and gardening groups you can join if you need to educate yourself. There are also books and

online videos. Also, ask Fish&Wildlife and County Extension for help, although that may be minimal and in the form of printed

information. Sometimes, they will tell you the best locations for certain activities, too.   If hunting, study the laws and get target

practice. Take a hunter safety class. Keep a calendar so you know when to watch nature each year for signs that it is the right time

for cyclical activities. Such as when you harvest certain things in the wild.

Accumulate food preservation supplies such as canning jars and reusable lids, dehydrators, pressure canners, butchering knives,

sausage casings, etc. I welded my own smoker barrel. (I also wired a screen across the bottom 1/3 to prevent any foods from

accidentally falling into the Cre.) Consider these capitol investments that will pay for themselves over time. You can borrow some

things--as I did when I was young.  Also, shop secondhand stores and pawn shops? Take a knowledgeable person with you and

understand return policies.
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nomogmo... We must each do more. You must do what you can. It is impressive what a person can do when they are determined.

START PLANNING EARLY! We had one terrible year (actually a few of those) when we lived in a duplex with only a patio garden.

 We did a lot of Cshing, foraging and gleaning that year. We got by.  I remember the year we were Crst married. I had never done

hardly any gardening before.  I was really dumb, but I was determined. This was another time we lived in a duplex. It was a tiny

living space on a tiny lot, so we only had a 10 x 10 garden that we dug up with a shovel. We gardened intensively--I grew more food

there, per sq.

ft., by accident that I have ever grown anywhere else on purpose. I started teaching myself about wild foods. I volunteered to pick

and clean up fruit people did not want, whether in the city or nearby farms. I realized if we asked enough people, some would have

surplus if we were conscientious pickers and left their property better shape than we found it.  (That is the key thing to being

welcome!) We wasted nothing. (I recall even putting the tough ends of asparagus I had picked thru the blender to make cream of

asparagus soup.) That was the year I canned 500 jars of food! I borrowed a pressure canner and water-bathed the rest. My Crst

canning experience. I also Clled a 32 cu ft.

freezer.  Friends taught us to butcher. Actually, we offered to help them and watched. I had some intuitive knowledge about curing

meat--perhaps due to growing up in a German family.  I still had to learn a lot. I found a friendly country butcher to answer my

questions.  One year, we tilled a huge neglected garden spot for a widow in exchange for using part of it as our own.  We moved a

lot in those days, but fortunately, mostly over the winters.  I got free slotted boxes from liquor stores to move canned goods in our

truck--we did not own a car. Not a problem since we owned few dishes and almost no furniture. -But, we never went hungry!
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I applaud you for choosing to live on land. But 99.9% of America isnt on a hobby farm. Maybe thats where we need to be....but for

any orchard trees you planted how long to bear fruit?  If the *** does hit the fan make sure you are heavily armed to defend against

two enemies - the people who Starved and the people who are Starving.
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After 8 years in the Infantry, and a lifetime worth of research, millions of veterans worldwide agree that the only way to crush the satin

worshipers trying to destroy us will be that we will have to wipe them off the face of the Earth forever by what ever means necessary,

including by force. The ONLY reason that "they" have not tried to do pull the same shitt here as they did in Australia is because our

founding fathers were extremely intelligent and had the foresight to include the 2nd amendment in the Constitution as THE 2nd because

it was so damn important what every word written in it meant.
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big47846, you keep saying in one form or another "...we will wipe them off the face of the Earth forever by what ever means

necessary, including by force."  As for me I was told in Marine Corp bootcamp at Parris Island, SC in 1959 that I was a trained killer

and afraid of nothing or anyone unless another Marine and only if he was bigger.  Now at the young age of 80 I prefer attacking

with peaceful protests and peaceful civil disobedience.  If I go down I will never know how you and millions of Veterans made a

difference.  I would like and prefer to see millions of Veterans join me, a Marine Veteran, in Peaceful Protests and Peaceful Civil

Disobedience as our Crst line of offense.
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Wow, Dr. Mercola!  You are always respectful of the people you interview, but this time you showed a warmth and appreciation I have

rarely seen before.  I dare say I felt your love for this wonderful man.  I am thrilled that you are helping him to overcome his illness and

that he is making great improvements.  It is not only a testament to your advice and the treatments he received in Europe, but also a mark

of his deep faith and love of God.  Sending blessings to you both and thank you for this heartfelt interview.
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Nice post Gabriel, I agree
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* " In a kind of an abstract way, we're all Jews this time, because the hierarchy here is not based on religion or identity, but rather on the

deranged belief that they've evolved, the Superman of this generation, into a higher level of consciousness." * In other words, despite

being the 99%, we are in a process of becoming the minority, less than second class, welfare scum, immigrants, the newest boogieman to

be taken out by those useful but unaware to eliminate the useless & unwashed eaters before put to death themselves. The Predator$

have been shutting down any kind or type of community who have been engaged & living with Creation. To make those now broken down,

in one way or another, dependent on those of Divine Right. A Divine Right who then whine it is such a burden for us to take care of too

many children, subspecies, sucks not to have the right mom or dad.

So many have been waiting for a Second Coming, little did we know - he is here - second Jesus, God Almighty himself - Bill Gates, keeper

of all knowledge. Infallible genius, because he has $$$, lots & lots of $$$, & lots of blackmail goodies due to digital peeping. Has a switch

been installed & now we wait to see who gets turned on or off? Regardless, we are now free, because as it's been said, Freedom is Just

Another Word for Nothing Left to Lose. We are One Life. Turn to the Light & face the pain so as to receive the One Love so we can once

again see what we actually can be. To acknowledge the Shadows are dark, but darkness makes the Light burn brighter & that Light

provides the path away from the self-proclaimed New Gods.
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Yes, Just, we are facing the new Gods who want to rule the world and take over our souls. Rockefeller and Gates are part of the

summit of billionaires who want to direct the destiny of humans to turn them into transhumans. The oligarchy does not understand

rights and freedoms. They are the elites who see democracy as an enemy, they believe that people should be managed, not

represented. It is now entering the destruction of humanity, it is being commanded by the Davos meetings. Platon wrote that the

oligarchy is a government of "greedy men" who love both money and power. The oligarchs believe that the wealth of a society

should be redistributed between them and their allies, while the rest of society is reduced to poverty. It seems that Platon's ideas

have now been established in the Great Reset.

But we have the weapons that allow us to Cght deception. Faced with the direction of a world presided over by deception and led

by the media, possible responses can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. To

manage them, we would have to put a head to the sensation, identify it, become aware of what happens to us in order to relativize

it and calm down. We are in the knowledge of true science.

We must transmit freedom, we must transmit love. Corporate-controlled “science” is not really science, but a smokescreen to pave

the way for slavery. There are many great scientists, but there are also many who are willing to be hired to prove that something is

safe, effective, or doesn't cause illness and death. No to vaccines, no to slavery. Corporate 'science' related to Big Pharma and

biological weapons of disease and death cannot be trusted. We have a soul that is inspired by the immense wisdom of Creafor.
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Yes Gui, the disconnected, delusional see themselves as the New Gods. Great feedback & insights, as usual!
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www.youtube.com/watch      CANADA: THIS IS FREEDOM! VIVE LE CANADA!!!   Thanks to US Truckers for supporting us. There are quite

a few of you here in Ottawa from the Niagara border crossing. Truckers from every province in Canada too. We are on the front page of

the UK Daily Mail January 29 and 30, 2022. Headline: Justin Trudeau and his family ree Canadian capital Ottawa as up to 50,000

‘Freedom Convoy’ anti-vaccine mandate truckers arrive at his oPce - days after he dismissed them as a ’small fringe minority.’ …’small

fringe minority’ has about as much credence as the supposed 91% who received the genetic vaccine. Canadians were a signiCcant factor

in us winning WWII and I think we'll do it again here in Ottawa for WWIII.

My mother was a WAF and she always said the Canadians were quiet, but they were dedicated to the task. This is the silent majority

speaking out and it will continue until we get this sorted. This is about FREEDOM. This is all over YouTube in multi videos. This is such a

joyful time. It was like a festival on Parliament Hill, peaceful and happy. It's bitterly cold here, always is this time of year (like -46C the

other night), but Canadians have had it and it's going to be over. I was really happy to see some young guys at the Eternal Flame - one of

them saying, The f'ng eternal rame has gone out.

Can we light it? And one climbs over to it to see if he can Cx it. Another one says, What does this mean? Our government doesn't support

us, replies another young guy. I've been so worried about the brainwashing of our students, but this is magniCcent and they know what's

happening!    www.dailymail.co.uk/.../index.html      The attitude is, this will take as long as it takes, and that's what will happen. The

media is still trying to poison the story and doubtless the City of Ottawa will give that a go too. But I now have a feeling that if they stage

negativity, we'll hang em out to dry. VIVE LE CANADA!
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We UK conspiracy alert spoilers are overjoyed too at the Canadian truckers’ bold move to send a message to that insufferable

pipsqueak Trudeau and fellow graduates Merkel, Macron and co. from the Schwab school of brainwashing. Our elderly relatives in

Ontario and Connecticut are celebrating the convoy as the best event in this war and would love to see Trudeau’s lily-livered

ravings crumble in face-to-face confrontation with one of those fearless, burly drivers acting against globalist war criminals. God

bless them all. But a note of caution:  ”This is not France 1944, Paris has not been liberated, the bad guys are still in control, the

collaborators are still collaborating and [overall] resistance remains thin on the ground.” Not sure you could describe the trucker

convoy as “thin on the ground” but it’s a timely reminder perhaps to beware “the turncoats crawling out of the woodwork” who

plead for mistakes to be forgotten.

Damage limitation comes too late for Boris in Wastemonster. The problems created by the “grotesque abuse of state power” have

not gone away - lost education, brainwashing and fear mongering, businesses destroyed, health ruined by experimental injections.

The “prodigal son” should not get off without penalty: “The media …bribed and corrupted by Bill Gates’s money and government

handouts; journalists who didn’t ask questions; medics who broke the Hippocratic oath; the scientists who lied; politicians obeying

by the CCP-controlled WHO and the sinister Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum” ; the police enforcing fascism; the courts

taking the government’s side.” The worst may be to come: “planned over decades by the same cast of shadowy villains ..who

brought you the Covid ‘pandemic’ – is the collapse of the Cnancial system; shortages of everything … by ..destruction of the supply

chain; increasingly totalitarian governance.” It’s not over yet.

 www.conservativewoman.co.uk/beware-the-covid-turncoats-crawling-out-of..
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BREAKING NEWS Mandate Has Fallen!!! - Truckers Are Winning!!! - January 29, 2022  www.activatehumanity.com/feed   FREEDOM

CONVOY 2022: The One-Two Punch Strategy to Forever Shut Down OPERATION COVID-19 & Covid Super Vaccination Agenda

stateofthenation.co
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Something is really wrong here. America is dying before our eyes. We know they are trying to kill us, so where is the basic animal instinct

to Cght and survive? Throughout history man has fought to survive all sorts of wars, threats, plagues, etc. BUT NOT NOW. Yes, many

countries Cnd their people in the streets protesting, but we know on a gut level that this action, to date, has not changed the Plan. Isn't it

strange that we all carry on our lives as normal, even while knowing the predator is preparing to pounce on us, to deliver us to horrors

worse than death? What is going on? We can have endless discussions about the futility of Cghting Big Brother, but any animal, of any

species, when pushed too far will Cght, regardless of the perceived power of the threat. Have they somehow programmed docility into us?

Does the virus contain some element of biological inruence that renders us paralyzed before the threat of death? Does the vaccine have

some element that changes our neurological functions to the point of crippling our sense of self-preservation? I am living in a very surreal

state of mind right now, and I wonder if others share my wish to blot out the reality of what we are facing.
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I'm right with you. I Cnd all of this puzzling and surreal...
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Spot on. Twilight zone world. A land between Shadow and Substance. To your most basic question I answer with this, based on our

human nature. During economic disasters when someone you know loses their job its a Recession. If YOU lose your job its a

Depression.
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Doctor Z is a gift to humanity from God... May God bless you and keep you safe and well, as I pray for the world.
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Astonishing footage here of Fauci actually warning about the potential dangers of the very vaccine he has been pushing:

 twitter.com/.../1482674054549340162
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Every prior attempt at coronavirus vaccns has failed, due to ADE. Why should this mRNA be any different? As far as I can tell, we

are already seeing it...and worse: (attempting to keep these short)  - - - -Here's Dr Jane Ruby talking with Dr Jessica Rose -

 www.bitchute.com/.../ylPUkkkt2cug   - - - Here's Steve Kirsch on excess deaths from the shots: Stew Peters: Steve Kirsch |

379’000 Dead From Jab. Deadly Bioweapon Shots Killing Masses - www.bitchute.com/.../VHZmoBDrB2G5   - - - -This one Cts in

with the Project Veritas release early last week:  KAREN KINGSTON - FAUCI COVID FUNDING RECEIPTS -

www.bitchute.com/.../ZcNf2ymeAfbj
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the twitter clip sounds/looks faked. Fauci is conniving but would not be so stupid as to say things like that, on record
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CMT367 - He was stupid enough to say this, about a year ago to the dementia people at Mass General Hosptial:

www.youtube.com/watch  - they were the initial targets for this untested and unproven shot...with spikes easily crossing the bbb,

now known to create neurological problems.
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Thanks rrealrose.  You hit the target as usual! @CMT367  The tape is genuine.  Here is a clearer version of it:

 twitter.com/.../1475795962006286336
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Video Planet Lockdown - brandnewtube.com/watch/planet-lockdown-full-uncensored-version-bnt-pre..
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Hi Max, thanks! Here's the bitchute link: PLANET LOCKDOWN FULL UNCENSORED VERSION - BNT PREMIERE -

www.bitchute.com/.../Hn2vi1FdnfXz
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Wandamurline
Joined On 12/23/2021 6:04:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can tell you that medicinal herbs work .... 15 years ago, my husband began to have a high fever that lasted right at 24 hours.  It put him

in the bed during the fever and I noticed a pattern....the fever came back every 4-5 days and lasted 24 hours.  We went to doctors from

everywhere...he had a brain scan, tested the bone marrow, put a camera up his bladder, did a liver biopsy, MRI's, Cat Scams, among other

things and all kinds of lab work....and everything came back within normal range.  They could Cnd nothing wrong with him and could not

explain this fever.  

I decided that God has given us the healing power through plants, so I enrolled in a 22 module medicinal study course.  The Crst time I put

him on immune enhancing herbs, he went 90 days without a fever.  At that time, when it returned, I changed the herbs and he went six

months without a fever.  Keep in mind the fever was not every 4-5 days anymore.  After it returned again, I again changed his herbs....he

has not had a fever in over 12 years, except when he gets some kind of virus or ru, etc.  I have him on medicinal herbs on an every day

schedule and when he got Covid Delta, he breezed through it without any problems.  God is Good.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder about the Deagle report - seemorerocks.is/deagel-com-just-removed-2025-forecast   You know how they hide everything in

plain sight?  I guess the 2025 forecast got too much traction.  The sleepers will say, "they made a mistake, that's why they took it down..."

 uh huh.  Yes.   Pfft. Corona is generally a common cold.  Are we going to name every coronavirus with a Greek letter?  Because there are

over 2K, and then you'll have the homemade variants...Come on Fauci - don't turn humans into a vaxxing pot!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right? There are cold virus, & then Corona is its unique cold strain. We have all had Corona Colds many times & will have Corona

Colds many times more - if our kill switches don't get ripped. Find a way to be more useful than robots or computers, maybe then

one can survive longer. The whole drive for ages has been mass production with less worker, drones, slaves involved.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Tracy, of course everything seems possible, the new vaccines that over time can increase the very deadly effects. Bill Gates

and many others who think they are "elite" have long said that the earth's population should be radically reduced, perhaps by 80%.

It's too shocking to believe that some group would take advantage of this to slaughter the human population, but now it appears to

be technically feasible. History is Clled, overrun, actually, with psychopaths who try to destroy everyone once they get to power.

The Population Control Act is actually Agenda 21, which is a British policy to reduce the population of former colonies like India

through various sterilization projects and other policies implemented through the United Nations and popularized by Hollywood to

keep effectively to the nations under the Anglo-American orbit. greatgameindia.com/population-control-law
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of Hollywood, Gui, I thought it was strange how my kids were being raised with movies like Hunger Games and Divergent,

etc.  Fight for your life movies... while I was being raised with The Apple Dumplin' Gang and Escape to Witch Mountain ... lol... I

think Wall-E freaked me out most, though.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing6,  there is no virus, colds and rus are the bodies DETOX routes. Look at it as a yearly detox. The body has to do this

because of the toxins in our environment.  Think, why introduce a 'jab' for this natural process???!!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They've been dropping hints in the open all along.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz - thanks for that. Our bodies work just Cne on their own, no wild crazy interventions... yes!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Project Veritas ConCrms My Reporting On Fauci & DARPA A new report from DARPA shows that the U.S. government has lied to the

American people about everything related to COVID sarahwestall.com/new-darpa-report-shows-the-u-s-government-lied-about-..  ~

www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-..
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So why aren't people in jail for this?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Posted your Crst link yesterday with the comments and tweets from Emerald Robinson. Its truly scary that the majority of Dr

Fauci's salary is coming from the DOD, and the project work has been primarily funded by DARPA, DOD and HHS. Been repeating

this for some time: he had no option but to continue bio-weapons research as it was deemed part of national defense. Meanwhile,

it appears Dr. Fauci is merely the bag man for others in this military-based maCa. Military/industrial/banking complex.
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smilestogo
Joined On 7/3/2021 9:12:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every moment is an opportunity and every opportunity is a blessing - everything depends on what we do with what we are given. Right

now the globalists are working on a universal reset through various means, none of which are universally acceptable. This is our

opportunity, for each individual, to begin a personal reset; to get informed, to take sides, to Cnd the most effective way to oppose the

globalists, to make a change within , to really come alive and live life rather than kill time. If, we do not live life as healthily as nature

intended then nature itself will execute the great reset. Articles like these are eye and mind awakening but they are usually read by those

who are already inclined to think likewise. Such articles or their content should reach those who are yet to open their eyes and see.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Per my investigations, Covid is not a bioweapon, the set of symptoms described as Covid has been around forever. This set of symptoms

is easily treated (obviously not by mainstream healthcare). The bioweapon is the vaccine. The vaccine is not easily treated.
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Umearai
Joined On 2/10/2021 3:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who are feeling the pressure to comply and give in to the machine. Read below article from Gary Barnett in Lew Rockwell. A

needed reminder of the importance of individuality. Although many of us here don't see the current coup as solely a state vs the people

struggle but rather a private/public partnership from Hell vs the people instead. Still the concept of individuality is aptly explained in the

context of the madness we all live under. www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/gary-d-barnett/who-will-save-you-from-this..   Keep the faith

and know that we shall overcome!
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Tomcanaparadn
Joined On 3/7/2021 3:08:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This. Is a very good article summarising many factors and Cnally bringing in the nano particle inclusion which ties into the mark of the

beast and how it is being administered, a very satanic move, by those we suspect.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There used to be "work Houses" back in early Victorian times, where the poor worked and were provided with a bed and food in return for

doing manual work - no money paid, so they were trapped within the work house with nowhere to go and nobody to help them. Seems like

an ideal way to house and put non humans to work, with no rights, because they don't have any and as they die off, so there will be fewer

and fewer of them, until there are no more and the work houses close and the few behind this who inherit the Earth get to live here on

their terms with kids made in a vial instead of through male/female bonding,

to order and no Laws which apply to them, who own everything and control everything - except undersea and on land volcanoes which are

probably as much the cause for heating the planet, which will be an unstoppable force, over which they have no control - so a meteor

slamming into Earth aside and setting them back to what happened to the Dinosaurs- hopefully nature will exterminate them all, one way

or the other!! If you have NOT been vaccinated, don't give in to them - whatever it takes - don't submit to become non human - you are not

alone and who knows, perhaps we might meet in the not too distant future at a place of their choosing, if not our own.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is Robin Hood when you need him? It is the working people who are constantly under attack from all sides and the ones

who pay taxes to support a corrupt govt.  The rich have staffs of attorneys to protect them and the poor have no money to

conCscate, so it is always the productive people who bear the burden.   We see an increase in drug addiction.  Those kinds of

people will steal from the workingman to pawn the tools of his trade to support their habit. In many places, there is no prosecution

for theft under $999.   If there is a business to be in nowadays, it is the security business.  I see a widespread difference between

cities (where there is anonymity and liberal judges) and rural areas (where there are backhoes) in theft.  I don't understand why you

cannot eliminate a car thief--they used to hang horse thieves, didn't they?

Crime is out of control.  This happens when you do not take care of the little things.  Criminals become emboldened to commit

even worse crimes when they realize they can get away with it--as we see by all the craziness in the headlines.  Yet politicians are

releasing felons and letting them roam freely.  They are even emptying the prisons.  I fear this space will be allocated for the

unvaxed when it should be reserved for the elites.   I believe this is being done intentionally to create chaos and social instability.

 These people are useful "tools" who do not understand they exist only as long as they serve a purpose.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richard, catastrophizing your thinking is playing to their agenda. Perish negative scenarios from your mind, replace with the

positive outcome and continue to imagine that as reality. As you think...
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Rattlebone
Joined On 7/25/2018 8:25:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Succinct, superlative article! Thank you Dr.Mercola!
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FINALLY! Someone is calling out this SCAMdemic for what it really is…a bio-weapon attack on the world. Good for you Dr. Zelenko!!
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GodsWorkInProgress
Joined On 11/5/2017 12:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very insightful observations by Vladimer Zelenko, which I totally believe..  It all makes sense.   I had a strong hunch about all of this even

before the vaccines rolled out - that this was going to be their next step, and it wouldnt' be about "saving lives", but part of a more hidden

agenda.  I am praying for honest people like Vladimer Zelenko, Dr. Mercola, and ALL who are taking a stand in this period of willful "Dark

Ages", which makes me wonder if , in fact, these deluded, brainwashed times we are living in, is actually what the scriptures term, "The 3

days of Darkness"
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a link to the internal presentation of the FDA that Dr. Zelenko makes reference to, that took place in October 2020.  If you advance

the video to 13:21, you will see "slide 16", with all of the known adverse effects you could expect to see from one of these

"vaccines"...www.cdc.gov/vaccines/videos/low-res/acipoct2020/11_Post-Authorization-..
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louisstark
Joined On 7/23/2019 8:50:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Coley’s work in immunology, mentioned by Dr. Zelenko, continues at the Cancer Research Institute, cancerresearch.org
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watching this days later and only 11:37 in I’m talking to myself; great for Dr Zelenko! He was alternatively treated and is thriving! Good

news indeed! But what about the rest of us that are unknown to the world at large and want to survive and thrive too? How do we reveal

the truth while incorporating actual saves for all and not a select few with deep pockets.
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dan665683
Joined On 11/8/2016 10:22:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what else is new? We know that companies must sell their drugs to us, to make their proCt. In the past 2-3 yrs I have never seen so

many commercials pushing drugs on humans. Biktarvy, Ribelysus, Ozembic, Otezla, etc,etc,etc. Everything except treating the problem at

source. Let's just cover it up so the people will think they are cured for a while. Like putting a patch on a blown tire. Okay for now. People

are stupid, so they will realize in time that they are. Stupis Pidarvy. We all are! G_D help us!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These insane ads to get YOU, a non MD, to sell a drug to your Doc is crazy as it gets.  Capitalism gone amok.   And only allowed in

one other country in the world.  This is why our Healthcare "system" is a charade to enrich people in healthcare rather than prevent

disease. We have doomed ourselves by somehow believing we have a free market.  Hardly when its 20% of GDP and the most

expensive in the world by massive margin. worldyturnings.blog/2022/01/12/the-most-expensive-healthcare-system-in..
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dan665683,  I don't know what you are speaking about, because I don't have a TV.  Toss that 'brainwashing tool' out. I did about

20years ago.  No more 'programming/brainwashing' for me. Enough already.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz...best advice ever. I gave up TV 6 years ago
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, toss your f...ing tv.  I tossed mine 53 years ago.  I can ask. What stupid ads are you talking about?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bless Dr Zelenko. I wish him good health and prosperity. I’m thankful we have him and Dr Mercola and others like them that are willing to

stand up to this tyranny.
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Forest6
Joined On 12/13/2021 3:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So i know something nefarious is going on but which is it? They are injecting people to kill them off or they are injecting people so they

can moniter them? I know where i live they are continually building which doesnt make sense with the population control concept. I do

however believe we need to be smarter about population control. Just not in the sick way they are implementing it.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we could rid ourselves of the central bankers and keep our own technology, we could be 20 billion living on and around Earth

with healthy oceans and plenty of food and an absence of poverty and ignorance.  3/4s of us living in low earth orbit,  no need for

central authority.   You're right we need population control.  We need to drop the population of the banker class to zero.
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wilsonson
Joined On 4/18/2021 2:44:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's funny that Dr zalenko mentions the *** and that we are all Jews now,but misses the fact that most of the main players behind this

plandemic are actually Jews, something to think about.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes that could have been pointed out. There were quite a few Jews in Hitler's upper echelon that were very important due to their

technical knowledge, wealth, and strategic abilities.
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adioconnellgmail.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because this is not a war against "Jews" the holocaust was just rehearsal - this is a war against humanity. But on the higher grand

level it is a war against "Christ Jesus". The question is why? Why is killing billions of people inextricably linked to Christ? It's tied to

His title - King of Kings. Can a King reign without a kingdom? Can a kingdom exist without people?  This my friend is the greatest

spiritual battle of the ages, and you and I and every person alive on the planet today are in the front and center of it.  But there is

good news my friends. Don't be in dispair the globalist's agenda is very short-lived. ---- Just make sure you are on the right side of

this war.   See the culmination of what happens to the Great Reset in Revelation chapter 19:19 and the kings and world leaders who

have manufactured this great evil. Jesus wants to save you my friends and offer you full citizenship in the coming Kingdom of

Heaven that will be yes, right here on planet Earth in the not so distant future.  We all must choose. Christ or "the Beast" - the seal

of God or the mark of the Beast --- God Bless
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WILSONSON....Look into the history, if it is still available on Ashkenazi Jew, I believe I recall correctly.   The Pope hides behind

Christianity, but is he Christian?
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are not real *Jews*. The evil ones are Khazarians pretending to be Jews. Those who trust HaShem (G-D) would never follow

this agenda (and name their patent 060606 (or parade around at the Olympic/CERN opening ceremonies with such obvious evil!)

Do not please confuse the Rothschilds/Rockefellers/Gates/Schwab/Fauci cartel with the religion of Judaism whose practitioners

pray to and recognize G-D...NOT the fallen one.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just as not all Christians or Hindus or Muslims are alike within each religion, not all Jews are the same, either. For example, I

learned much information from a man who was raised Jewish, but as an adult he became non-observant. He was anti-Zionist, with

empathy for the suffering of the native Palestinians who had lost their homes and farms and livelihoods to Zionist Jews. Some

Rabbis believe that Israel should not exist.
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Somewhere in another of Dr. Zelenko's talks, I remember him making the distinction of Jews and Zionist Jews. I wish I could

remember verbatim.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Folks. Unless we do something, peaceful or otherwise like supporting a coup, we are facing this world. Spread far and wide, even to those

under mass psychosis. 15 min movie from Australia...utopia http://m.omeleto.com/255488/
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine passports aka Quantum dot tattoos will be the Biblical Mark of the Beast (in my opinion) The vaccines do seem to have self

assembling nanotechnology which marks people giving them their own unique MAC Address accessible via Bluetooth. Interesting times

indeed.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are some great art shows opening up that I would certainly love to attend. I won't. The organizers require compliance to strategies

that do not prevent Omicron transmission which is the dominant variant currently.  They are telling us that in order to purchase an

attendance ticket we are required to in addition to paying 'play fool.' I don't think so.
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been practicing on their methods to get rid of us. So many "crises" in the past are on the list. If you aren't of the mindset to

destroy others, it's hard to understand why they want us gone - we aren't doing anything to them (well, except breathing).
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Merc. I am beginning to think you may be part of the Resetters. Only kidding of course, but I could not get past the headline. Earth

calling....our good Doctor......WE KNOW WHATS GOING ON AND DONT NEED YOU TO REMIND US!  I think I speak for so many now. The

people have now been Crmly divided and there no point trying to convince the already awakened (with your helpnI might add) of the evil

incarnate plans. Unless you want to depress the people we need to Cght back how about no longer publishing all the horriCc things the

Resetting ultra elite have in store for us? Every article here should have a simple litmus test.

Only articles giving the people ideas to Cght back should be allowed. I am tired if the daily Depression. Its time for new ideas...not the

same old same old we already know.  One idea is to send letters to our Military high command to assure they know whats happening,

notwithstanding the Marxist installed Chairman of Joint Chiefs.  Anybody else with me on this? Less stats and more action plans

PLEASE.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Undeclared Nanotech in the #PCzer shots!  New Zealand scientists have also found it. Our God-given rights are being stolen by unhinged

psychopaths while the bank-rolled MSM try and hypnotize the world into mass hysteria and mass compliance:

twitter.com/.../1487649113952768002
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Massive Worldwide Study Proves COVID-19 Vaccines Are Causing Increasing Deaths Associated with COVID-19 January 23, 2022 by

Edward Hendrie A massive study, involving vaccine data from hundreds of countries, proves that the COVID-19 vaccines have caused a

signiCcant increase in total cases and deaths associated with COVID-19. The study proves that the COVID-19 vaccines are not only

ineffective, but they are driving illness and death. For more studies and data proving the ineffectiveness and danger of the COVID-19

vaccines read the following article: Statistical Proof that COVID-19 Vaccines are Worse than Ineffective—They Are Causing Most of the

COVID-19 Hospitalizations... greatmountainpublishing.com/2022/01/23/massive-worldwide-study-proves-..
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The plandemic scheme is the 21st-century application of the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan, which envisions the replacement of national

sovereignty with a world state, the establishment of a technocratic oligarchical government in place of multiple sovereign ones,

elimination of individualism and capitalism and the substitution of a collectivist command-and-control economy and the replacement of

the caucasoid peoples with a homogeneous, obedient and fungible brown proletariat. The plans for "Pan-Europa" were read with

enthusiasm and approval by Aldous Huxley, a friend of Coudenhove-Kalergi, and both agreed that the basis of the system would be a

race- and color-based caste system. In both the Plan and "Brave New World", there is a tiny white gratin running the system, envisioned

back then to be based in London and New York. The present incarnation of the scheme envisions an oligarchy based in Seattle, Davos

and Manhattan, and in both cases the Epsilons are black.
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NoFear11
Joined On 1/12/2021 5:27:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview/article and overview by two major new free world leaders and heroes (Dr Z & Dr M and with lots of respectful and overt

care/love emanating from esp Dr M to Dr Z) but ONE of the biggest questions remains (among many more):  If Dr Zelenko’s sharp analysis

is correct (which I think it very well could be) that the vaccines are merely a tag for the New World Order (NWO), WHY DID THEY MAKE

THIS INEFFECTIVE VAX SO TOXIC?    World wide uptake would have been MUCH greater if there were only a highly marketed, believed

effect while the jabs were truly SAFE (non-harmful) and just not very effective and so all the red rags over all the toxic side-effects and

deaths wouldn’t be happening as they are?  If there were no truly awful, lethal side effects (and just no real effect either as I, personally

with my medical background, am starting to believe) the ‘tagging’ would be far more widely accepted without the brave and great
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with my medical background, am starting to believe) the ‘tagging’ would be far more widely accepted without the brave and great

opposition that we see now Cnally exploding all over the world......(Go Truckers!)     Any theories or comments on this aspect of the

wicked evil plan, wise forum?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/30/2022 4:15:36 AM
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MK3140
Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Zekenko. I wush I had heard him speak six months ago. The Cght has already started. Canada's truckers have opened a lot of eyes

with their Freedom Convoy and though the majority remain closed, I have hope, which is better than nothing.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When a lie is apparent, as in this Emergency Use Authorization of their so called "vaccine," yet the original agenda persists, there is hidden

purpose that can't be reveled because it is nefarious.  We see lies to cover lies. You can count on nefarious agenda, so prepare to counter

it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/30/2022 2:32:18 AM
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3, Klaus Schwab looks like an old turtle............ that's too rattering. He looks more like Humpty Dumpty and I am so looking

forward to when he falls off he wall. And all the King's horses and all the King's men couldn't put Humpty together again. YES!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/30/2022 2:16:56 AM
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OrganicHawaii.org
Joined On 3/26/2020 6:24:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless Dr. Zelenko, Dr. Mercola, and the like. Clearly C.O.V.I.D. strategically stands for CertiCcate Of Vaccination ID (green

pass/"health id" digital pass) that "they" aim to normalize, despite the fact that coronaviruses have existed, evolved/mutated, and will

continue to co-exist. The amount of power "they" have is directly correlated with the amount of power they've been handed out. Think for

yourself, do your deep research, focus on community/family/God/Nature, and never forget that there's a Power inCnitely greater than

"they." God bless you.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM
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This is the outCt that is discrediting Dr Mercola and others and is bankrolled by big pockets. The Center for Countering Digital Hate is

Dumb. www.eugyppius.com/.../the-center-for-countering-digital
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dtzback1906
Joined On 8/19/2016 1:36:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Terrifying. In thinking about these vaccines, I too wondered what is the purpose. What is the rush to vaccinate every man, woman, and

child, of every age despite their incredible risks particularly to young people. I came to the conclusion that the true purpose of the

vaccines is to remove the name of God (YHWH) from our DNA.  This will condemn us by the killing of our souls, thus ending God’s

purpose of eternal salvation for his children and fulClling Satan’s goal to subvert God’s salvation through Jesus Christ. We must pray

mightily for forgiveness and turn to God to direct every step of our lives. We must stop this evil and protect every precious child. Do not

allow them to vaccinate your children.
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dlk7
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:03:40 PM
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Did anyone see the big 'V' that appears at 1:39 for about 1/2 a second? Play the video back in .50 time. That is bizarre and scary.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what we would all like to know... Will suPcient numbers of people wake up in time to stop this? Will they Cnd the courage to

resist? Will people in key strategic positions support the resisters to make it easier? Can this be achieved peacefully?  Meanwhile, how

will people cope with shortages, without food or money? There will be tremendous sacriCces required and each has the potential to

weaken resistance. However, if people do not resist, they lose even more. Will those responsible be found and brought to justice?

 Unfortunately, there is no guarantee tyrants will never again seek to take over, so we must always remain vigilant. Will a way be found to

reverse the effects of vaxine damage? How will society care for the dying and disabled numbers of vaccinated individuals as numbers

increase? I do not think entrepreneurship will be stunted, because, with a govt weakened by dealing with so many problems, there will be

fewer obstacles to initiative and no other alternatives.
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deb3848
Joined On 2/15/2014 1:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JOIN US ON SUNDAY JANUARY 23RD, 2022 IN WASHINGTON, DC FOR THE “DEFEAT THE MANDATES defeatthemandatesdc.com  So

wish I could attend. The craziness has gone on way too long already. If I had more locals to plan with I might have been able to pull it off.

I'm having diPculty Cnding like minded people in my area but I know they are out there somewhere.  I joined a hiking meetup like the one I

used to belong to while living in CA and last week a brief discussion came up among the 10 or so people who attended a hike. Was clear

that all of them were on the same page being pro vaccines, CDC, testing...the whole shebang, and these are the people that are into

staying active and being healthy! Moved to TX from CA last August. Thought it would be easier to Cnd like minded people here but it

hasn't been. My older son in CA got the PCzer shot after being pressured by his job, so did his wife.

Thank God they did not have a negative response... so far. Talked to him last night and emphasized that he should not get the booster but

it was clear also that he would if that is what it would take to keep his job. I am attending a church that does not openly discuss what is

going on, some are masked, some not. I don't post much but reading the comments helps me to not feel so alone.  I've been following

Mercola and buying his supplements for a long time. Where would we be without people like him? My younger son will be moving in with

me in March. He is aware like me that there is an agenda going on, both of us committed to not getting vaxxed. Feels like something is

going to happen this year to change things and I can't wait. Will keep trying to Cnd my tribe locally.
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smith889169bellsouth.net
Joined On 1/12/2022 9:39:50 PM
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I am 74 yrs old and got the Crst 2 "vaccines" before I knew all of this. I will not have any more. Am I doomed?
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Rolland
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're supposed to TRUST our GUBBERMINT!! WHY?! Virtually EVERYTHING we have been told have been out and out LIES, not

"misinformation" or "disinformation". I have NO trust in our gubbermint and don't listen to ANYTHING they have to say!
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Bitcopper
Joined On 12/16/2021 1:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think high tech is getting more credit than they deserve. Yes, they can make quite amazing microcircuitry in a highly clean, highly

sanitized environment using careful vapor deposition techniques on highly puriCed, specially doped substrates. But to imagine that they

can have self-assembling microcircuits injected as mere dust particles of pure carbon into blood circulation is pure bullshit. You cannot

make a transistor out of nothing but carbon. Micro computers need transistors, period. They need instructions and a processor and

power. They need conductors and resistors, actual wiring!
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM
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The best thing is that Gates and Schwab both look like they will be dead by 2030. Easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle

than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven. Their money and power lust is going to condemn them to eternity in the Lake of

Fire--ie the unyielding torment of separation from God forever. Eye has not seen nor ear heard, the things that God has prepared for those

who love him.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Jrh6690 Agreed with your post.
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sjw7775
Joined On 8/23/2014 2:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First, interesting that Dr. Zelenko referenced the "mark of the beast." That is clearly a New Testament teaching in Revelation 13: 16-18,

and continuing. Wonderful for a devout Jewish man to consider this! Bravo to you Dr. Zelenko for all that you have done to help all of us in

this Covid disaster, and even in the midst of your own suffering. I'm so very glad you reached out to Dr. Mercola for help in your cancer

treatment. Yes! I'm praying that you get well and strong.

God bless you sir! As a comment to a commentator here, "forbiddenhealing" you misunderstand what Jesus actually taught. Open a Bible

sir, and read what is there (I'd recommend the NASB for a more literal rendering of the text, but really another truly Christian translation

should be of great help to you to better understand Jesus - who He is, and what He said, and the fact that He is coming to Earth again -

not as a helpless babe, but as the KING of kings and LORD of lords Who will rule and reign forever and ever. Amen! ). Best suggestion for

you, Mr. forbiddenhealing, is to read the Gospel of John in the New Testament.

For more on the end times, and the signs that we are approaching the end of time as we know it, read the Gospel of Matthew, especially

chapter 24. There is a lot of end times prophecy in the Old Testament too, and it perfectly correlates with the New Testament. Our God is

an AWESOME God, who loves us, and wants us to know Him. Read the last book of the Bible too - The Revelation.

Read the entire Bible and get to know the One, True and Living God: the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, whose physical representation

is Jesus Christ (Colossians 1: 15-20). John 3:16 - 17 -- "For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever

believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal life. For God did not send the Son into the world to judge the world, but that the world

might be saved through Him." Thank you, Dr. Mercola. I'm praying for you too. Press on, sir!
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM
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Fantastic content!!!!
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Micro-Chipping Happening in Sweden- COV-IDIOTS! “They’re Inserting Covid Passport Microchips WHERE?” This Is CRAZY!!

www.youtube.com/watch  
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Bigeetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you are standing in a rainstorm, soaked to the skin, do you " believe" it is raining.? Fauste Fauci used the same approach with

pneumonia symptoms for aids patients in the 80s blocking a proven cheap drug. Why change a winning formula.
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Joined On 8/26/2008 7:56:27 PM
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The information mentioned by Dr. zelenko is rather frightening. I checked out the Microsoft Patent but did not see a patent for the actual

chip itself. I did a search and found www.engineering.columbia.edu/press-releases/shepard-injectable-chips-m..  . This seems to provide

the technology to be able to inject a microchip into a human being.  It seems that what Dr. Zelenograd suggested as a way to the wart this

horriCc plan is to be independent to the need to rely on getting our needs met by forming organizations that operate outside of the slave

system the billionaire elites would like to see happens.
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RebelChickJMJ
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Swedes are chipping themselves away as I type this! WTH is wrong with these Brain-washed SHEEP! PRAY they wake the H-ll

Russell Brand Spells it all out Right here: www.youtube.com/watch  “They’re Inserting Covid Passport Microchips WHERE?” This Is

CRAZY!!
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the307230
Joined On 10/27/2018 8:13:20 PM
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Why the desperation to get everyone of us "vaccinated"?. Here is one very good reason: A large random number of un-vaccinated people

would constitute an excellent "control group". When, as predicted, the statistics, from 2022 onward, start reporting unusually high

numbers of "normal" deaths, calculated and predicted to kick in at about forty percent above the "normal", and to increase in orders of

magnitude from there, then it will be possible to determine from which group the "normal" deaths are occurring. The resulting exposure

would put the proverbial "cat among the pigeons", and heads would have to roll, because this would substantiate the charge of planned

population reductions, forecast and possibly engineered by two of our favorite, erstwhile Trillionaires. All future death certiCcates should

be endorsed "vaxxed or unvaxxed.? This is the Achilles Heel of the whole murderous scheme; please spread the word, you may easily

copy paste this to speed up transmission?
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Joined On 10/23/2011 5:28:13 AM
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Dr.Zelenko should use Rife frequency treatment for his Sarcoma. It works.
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW -- Enlightening!  And thank you, Randyfast, for your comment & for the link to the interview with Aaron Russo. Very enlightening, as

well!!  I won't watch it all tonight, as it's long, but I WILL watch it all!
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jtj4640
Joined On 2/5/2021 12:21:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview. Dr. Mercola and Dr. Zelenko are heros to save our humanity against evil. I am always wondering about what the virus is.  It

would be greatly appreciated if anyone could answer to my following questions.  1) Some scientists said that virus has never been

isolated. What it means by never isolated?  2) PCzer CEO said in an interview that virus is not real, but fake.  Why ru and Covid are more

developing and spreading during the winter season than the warm and hot weather? What is virus all about?  Is it naturally created and

developed or artiCcially manufactured and synthesized?  Thank you very much!!
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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Interesting video but as with all videos, much is left undiscussed.  All of the technology regarding vaccines and "tags" is a second

generation of how the *** operated because one of the keys to the Nazi success was the collaboration with Thomas 'Watson and IBM.

 The Hollerith card, developed to streamline the United States census in the late 19th century, was put to use classifying Germanic and

Central European populations.  One writer with whom to familiarize yourself ought to be Max Picard, the author of Hitler Within Ourselves.

 In this book, as well as my personal favorite The World of Silence, Picard describes the Nazi use of the radio to create disjointedness

within the population.  Replace the radio with the internet, movies, and tv to raise disjointedness to previously unimagined levels.

The other aspect to this return of the cult of mechanization, as described in Hitler Among Us, is the oft mentioned presence of

nonagenarian George Soros whose sordid history of advancing his Cnancial well-being at the expense of other's ruination goes back to

his adolescence in Nazi inruenced Hungary.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am in Mexico and almost indivisible over all. Partly because I know there are people here pushing things I do not want. I do have access

to the internet almost all of the time so I do a lot of "cruising" to curious places & things. And I love this web site.
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dav9654
Joined On 1/24/2014 10:29:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is in my opinion a spiritual war so this morning I went to Churches with ryers telling Christians to stop serving Satan.  The Buddhist

 showed no sign of intelligence at all, threw me out and just said leave and never come back.  The Christian minister at the Christian

church saw the ryer and asked me to leave because what I was saying might confuse his people and make it harder for him to do his job.

 So think about that.  I am saying stop serving Satan and the Christian minister says that I am making his job more diPcult.  The state is

coercing people into accepting jabs that changes our God given genetic code.

The DNA code that makes us in God's image.  This is an emergency, we really have to get the churches separated from the state to free

them.  The churches need to become trusts or some form of existence that is not privilege from the state.  The leaders must become the

servants of the people.  Christ said whoever would take the lead, become the servant.  The people of the church then need to hire

servants to do the will of God, and that would be to hold politicians hands to the Cre every time they exceed their authority.  If there are

people out there that want to help me with this project, contact me at davidpsmelser@proton mail.com
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM
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I am in the FIGHT! OC Church Militant...Catholics Across American can report ANY COVID related Stuff HERE: We are PUSHING

Back against the EVIL engulCng our Church...Fake Francis included... https://catholicsreport.com  
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dmprisk
Joined On 5/11/2007 5:19:49 PM
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Listen to Dr. Love, she has spent months deciphering the patents and listen to the very end with David Ikes son mentions the Bull Frog

Gene which they used to control mice with G5 the reason for the jab to begin with is to Patent you as you will no longer be human with the

jabs. And the Covid tests, it tells THEM what stage you are at in the Gene Therapy, being non-human and Patentable as the Variants like

Omecron tells them you are at a certain stage...plus the bull frog genetics they will be able to control your feelings, thoughts, etc with G5

This video is shocking!!!! they are deleting your DNA and replacing with Bull Frog DNA and other shocking information.

darrellhines.net/2022/01/15/urgent-health-alert-gareth-icke-talks-to-d..
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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The real truth is Dr. Fauci is still in oPce after a remarkable expose of everything being done and not being done against the current virus

situation. So are the four people with conricts of interest in the positions in the FDA. The real truth . . . many people are going to

hospitals because they cannot breath on their own. Those people have little chance of survival as things stand. The real truth of matters

should shake everyone up. Even Cring people for refusing these inadequate jabs with multiple side effects is not enough to cause people

to take action. Nazi Germany were amateurs compared with this bunch. Lots of luck putting things right.
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I have heard in other places that Omicron has to be genetically modiCed because nothing in nature comes close to it's infection rate.  We

also have a pretty good idea that these kill shots are only one part of a two part weapon.  People do not catch Omicron on purpose.  I

suggest that everyone take prophylactic measures so as to nip it in the bud.  Maybe one day take nebulized  hydrogen peroxide the next

take Chlorine DiOxide water puriCcation drops in 8 oz. of water.
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bjf3803
Joined On 11/2/2014 6:12:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't gotten any emails from your site (this site) in two days(since friday, Jan 14th).  Is it still active?  I just now tried to subscribe

again, but it unsubcribed me and asked if I wanted to resubscribe. . .I said yes.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

evolution is a theory without proof.  Natural selection exists, it's not the same.  Pathogenic virus particles reproducing themselves by

hijacking the reproductive equipment of living cells is another theory with no proof that I can Cnd.  Vlad seems like an ok guy, but he

claims a lot of things based on the existence of proof of these spurious theories.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. [Revelation 13:17]
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Kiesha284
Joined On 1/16/2022 12:40:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The presumption that everyone is religious sure does grow tiresome. It's a massive threat to democracy that one political party in the US

has essentially merged with the country's dominant religion. When people claim to want to get the "true America" back, they are

advocating for the opposite of what America was designed to be: a melting pot for ALL religions, including the absence of religion, and

nationalities. While I'm glad these people are generally Cghting vaccination, they are simultaneously destroying the country in other ways.

No one will talk about the fact that Jan 6th was as much of a religious coup as it was a political one. They started laying a path for

authoritarianism right alongside the sociopaths mentioned in this article. If we don't learn to limit the power and wealth of all sociopaths,

no matter what political party or religion they belong to, we can kiss freedom goodbye. All throughout history, sociopaths have brought

about mass death and destruction. It's only the tools they use and the  narratives they sell that change.
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janinelargentyahoo.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 12:14:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May God bless Dr. Zelenko and his family.  He has given so much to humanity while also struggling with his own failing physical health.

 Prayers for healing and may we all follow his example of sacriCce
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"There were two patents that I became aware of. They're separated by a year, but they're linked in the puzzle, in the concept. One was

August 31, 2021, that describes ... nanotechnology engineering." In early 2020, a Harvard professor who specializes in

bio-nanotechnology, Charles Lieber, was arrested when returning from Wuhan, China for lying about money received from WIV.  

Coincidence?
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Physician in practice for 41 years loses her license for telling the truth... www.miamiherald.com/.../article257335847.html
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Then they attempt to paint her as deranged. I hope she has a good lawyer!
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Dr. Meryl J. Nass had her license suspended by a licensing board in Maine after accused of sharing COVID-19 misinformation. She

must undergo a psych evaluation.
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From the best of my understanding it is possible to inject self assembling nano carbon tubes through a small syringe.  I'm not a tech

person sounds incredulous but at this point I am open to all opinions
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For those who unwittingly had the vaccine, what do they do now?
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Suzicreamcheese
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It blows my mind as to how blind people can be. Enough has been taught about the Nazi regime under Hitler for some comparison to be

made between what went on then and what transpires at present. The powers that were back at the end of the 2nd WW didn't advertise

the fact (though they didn't hide it) that they were importing Nazi scientists, doctors and engineers (supposedly) so that these

knowledgeable folk wouldn't fall into Russian hands. They certainly didn't boast about it or teach it in schools. Did they or did they not

realise that along with the scientiCc knowledge they so wanted in their own hands, they were also importing the most horrifying

ideologies? Some must have been cognisant. Did these people keep quiet out of fear or were there other motives? Probably a bit of both.

It seems to me that as there were some in the USA who had similar beliefs (Eugenicists), they might well have been instrumental in this

import; many held positions of Cnancial power.
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Now we know what Trump meant when he said:  "They're after you. I'm just in the way."
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God is good, and will protect us.  This is just another of the enemy's plots that fails.
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balhawk
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Zelenko's optimism is justiCed.  Many US states have already rejected this "order", which looks a helluva lot like the prophesied

Apocalypse and Mark of the Beast.   As the toll mounts, other places will follow, and at some point it will be a tsunami. I've also found

heat exposure to work very well on viruses.  When I got a 102F fever from COVID in spring 2021 (my normal is about 96-97F, for

reference), I took a very hot bath, and got my temperature up until the chills went away, to about 104.5.  Also inhaled H2O2 in saline mist.

 The next morning my temperature was back into the 99s range.  I haven't gotten ill since.
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This is the most dangerous time in the history of mankind. The seriousness of this plot can not be underestimated. It is not due to any

threat of conventional war, and is not due to threat of nuclear decimation, it is based on the fact that this is a psychological war waged by

psychopaths against all mankind, and is being advanced by a small group of monsters that have taken control of the minds of the

masses through long term indoctrination and policies meant to breed dependency. Fear is the new weapon of mass destruction, not

because it is legitimate, but because people have lost all will to be free, have lost the ability to think, and seek shelter, and comfort as a

collective herd only capable of existence is a society that is based on totalitarian rule. Author unknown...
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I post DrM’s articles daily on FB and warn FB not to take them down! I take the risk of being in FB jail!
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I was disappeared from Facebook for posting Mercola articles and other truths. Best thing that ever happened. The military

intelligence agency had a program to sweep up information on all Americans from diverse sources. On the day it was canceled,

Face Book started. Billions of people voluntarily supplying their personal information, activities, likes, dislikes, aPliations,

prejudices... opening their brains. CIA, much?
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This was by far the best information I have read.  Thanks you Dr.Zelenko and Dr. Mercola.
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tunanut1gmail.com
Joined On 3/22/2021 10:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for posting this Dr. Zelenko information. His powerful message is helping me stand strong and be a beacon to my

children and grandchildren.
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EileenMacDougall
Joined On 2/12/2017 11:18:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear not little ones, Jesus said. So don't we have to be His little ones to enjoy that? God bless those ones and the ones that will be His.
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lia1695
Joined On 8/14/2014 6:25:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, sad you had to resort to using that platform to post your content. Hope your credibility is not affected, as we know what gets

posted there. Still thank you for keeping the info going, and to continue to provide alternatives for our health and wellbeing :)
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Suddenlyhope
Joined On 1/16/2022 9:14:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, Elon Musk just recently spoke on the size of the micro chip and said it can be injected via syringe.  I do believe it is in the

vaccine because some of those who got vaccinated can scan their site and get a number. I could be wrong but it may be worth looking it

and verifying. Blessings.
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with Dr. Zelenko's analysis. One area of caution for me is the use of the term Pagan. It has several connotations and certainly at

school it was cast as a bad force . However essentially it refers to Nature worshipping, which all humans originally did. I see it as a good

force and something we need a lot more of. Nature as we know, is an antidote to many of the sociopathic tendencies which arise. If

formal religion had been built on Nature Connection I think we would have a far healthier society. Nature and God are the same thing to

me. And Dr.Mercola please let me know when those saunas are available!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud10000, Danger arises from deifying nature ("Gaia", etc.); institutions (government); people ("Dear Leader"); collectives

("The People"), and abstractions ("The Common Good"). This has led throughout the centuries of human history to the immolation,

the sacriCce of human beings to them.  Appreciate and enjoy nature, examine its constituents and objectively study them,

rationally exploit all of its resources, but do not deify it.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zelenko uses the term "pagan" to describe the Nazi religion
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It saddens me when some of my Facebook links (such as How bad is my batch? for people to check their vaccine lot) are reported by

someone from my friend list as violating community standards. I think people want to be enslaved. There is no freedom of speech. Judah

Krishnamurti spent his life wanting to make people unconditionally free, and people want to willingly enslave themselves. He called

humans degenerates with meaningless existences. It is true. Most people don’t want to be free, they want someone to take care of them,

which is the same as slavery. I doubt the degenerates can be saved. I have to save myself. See for yourself, how few people are interested

in alternative medicine. Mainstream medicine is obviously not working. Just look at the average person physical appearance, quite

unhealthful. And yet people go back to it again and again, all because they want somebody else to take care of them, instead of assuming

this responsibility for themselves. As Krishnamurti says if you want to be free, you have to assume responsibility. There is no way around

this.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Vladimira, personal responsibility is the way to freedom, but as Scott Peck wrote in "The Road Less Travelled", it is the most

diPcult achievement for the majority of people. Even in organised religion, and often suggested on this forum, many are waiting

for Jesus to return to save us. The return of Christ is revealed in each individual's quest to attain a "Christ consciousness",

(kindness, compassion, non judgement, Love) which is expressed to self and others here on earth. It is an individual's

responsibility (spiritual) to develop these traits, or the consciousness of Christ. There is no physical return of Jesus the person, but

a consciousness manifested through humans striving for enlightenment. We all must do the work of spiritual development, it is our

moral responsibility.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Implementation of Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is transaction control -

usawatchdog.com/headed-for-a-digital-concentration-camp-catherine-aust..
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And btw.  This will be the end of Bitcoin and other soon to be "illegal" cryptos.  If you have made money congrats.  But take it and

run because when its illegal its near worthless.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CAF is right up there with Zelenko , McCullough, Malone, for the best advice on what's really happening...
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom isn't free.  So true.   Throughout history, when a society became too out of whack with its environment, when its leaders became

too cocky, it collapsed.  The collapse usually came from within, from corruption.  The Bible tells us of these, such as Sodom and

Gomorrah, The Tower of Babel, etc.  There were non-biblical societies who went the same way.  We know them now only by their ruins.

 The poem "Ozymandias" by Shelley says it all.  But there are always survivors, and they begin anew.   It is up to us to resist and enable a

truly free society to arise out of the ashes.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A very strong message from Dr. Zelenko. Freedom isn't free. So many of us relied on others for our freedom. Now we all have to Cnd ways

to protect and take back our freedom.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only cure for 1984 is going to have to be worldwide 1776 because this whole scam was not stopped in the beginning.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where do I sign up.  Dr. Zelenko understands what is going on and has the beginnings of a plan to Cght this mass hysteria.
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cmwilkerson
Joined On 12/2/2011 7:50:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about some speciCcs on how the spike protein tags us?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also more summarized at the end of these reports by Dr. Mercola:  1. THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES MAY HARM

YOUR HEALTH www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..     2. MIGHT COVID INJECTIONS

REDUCE LIFESPAN? www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Real Anthony Fauci by RFK Jr explains it all.   We have maCa-like health care system that is not the least bit interested in health.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To paraphrase FDR for this new dystopian era: "The only thing we have to fear are humanoid robots that have been trained to drive

Amazon trucks to your home and kill you." This war is completely upside down from other wars. In other Wars they slaughter the strong.

Just throw away your computer! Are you really afraid of Mark Zuckerberg and Bill Gates, oh my God! Where I come from they would have

been stomped to death decades ago!
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mmack43aol.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 7:11:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whether one agrees or disagrees with Mercola/Zelenko, this is deCnitely the stuff of conspiracy theory...!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Medical Tyranny.  "The number one Enemy of Tyranny shall always be the TRUTH."  -  Chuck Bowden
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J45p3r
Joined On 12/14/2006 3:08:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A further aspect that many are unaware of, is the next Grand Solar Minimum which is upon us. The PTBs know all about how this cyclical

change in the Sun's output will affect agriculture. A starving mob is diPcult to control, so reducing that mob by stealth is their top priority.

They will control all food through various means via the big supermarkets. It's all for the 'greater good', which is why those in the know

can go along with the population reduction with a clear conscience. Looking on the bright side, those that are left will be raising the

average level of IQ.
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone should be given the same fate as they put on the people. Let's see what happens io those who were involved. Is the government

with us ?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used to wish that for Sen greedy Pan and Dr. OPt ... I have heard Dr. OPt say things that makes me hope his eyes are being

opened - but Sen Pan will never change - he is all for communism in our country ...
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adioconnellgmail.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No my friend the government is with them. Look all over the world and you see they have the same playbook. It's prep time for the

arrival of antichrist.  Everyone on Earth will have to choose. AntiChrist of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, the Savior of the World.  Read

Revelation the entire book, because that is where we are in global history - We are at Revelation 6:2-  The white horse ( fake saviors

of the world - pharma and medicine hence the symbol of the white horse) using their bow - the weapon in his hands ( bow in the

context of the passage means toxon (cheap cloth) but the word to poison is also derived from the word) In 2020 the white horse

came riding to conquer the world. At the end of the Revelation chapter, 6 -  1/4 of the world's population will have been killed.

That's 2 billion lives. Revelation by the way was given to the Saints of God by Jesus Christ Himself, to warn us of the things

coming, so that we will not be deceived. Read it to learn more...  The only hope for mankind is truly no other than Jesus Christ, if

not, then antichrist (the beast and his mark) is the alternative. Everyone must choose. Choose Christ today, and be saved for

eternal life.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe in a God of any sort and neither do the people behind this - they have already murdered millions and severely damaged

even more with their vaccines - and if they were God fearing, they could not have done what they have so far done - it is how it is -

Chemistry has overtaken religion and now those in charge can create life to their own order, like Dolly The Sheep, except cloning whoever

or whatever they want - Exterminate and Build Back Better with those more consistent with their ideal: December 8, 2021 by Dr. Ariyana
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately./fortunately God does not push himself on us. He gives us a choice because that is the deCnition of love: to make

your own choice. If you don't love God, he tips his top hat and bows out. These people who are pushing and killing so many people

have their consciences seared. It goes back so many hundred years but there have been secret societies for millennia that have

been inCltrated by evil people and that were not initially secret; i.e. the Freemasons. If you don't believe in a God then why even

broach this subject? The bad men will get away with horriCc acts and you will just be standing there saying "Oh, well, I don't believe

in God." I guess they need to do what they do." Some people are not at all God fearing, and that is the difference. There is a section

in the Good Book that says, "Even the demons believe in God, and shudder." Just because they believe does not mean that they will

submit to their Creator.  To not pick a side is cowardly or to speak ignorantly is just foolishness.
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resurgum
Joined On 8/9/2020 10:10:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been calling this, in Hollywood style, "The Biggest Heist in History", for over two years.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catherine Austin Fitts nailed it!  The magic virus - she says it will take pensions away also - ain't life grand?  We set-up the

government WE elected to take our power.  No more constitution.  Lovely :(
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the novel "The 5th Sacred Thing" written by Starhawk in the early 1990s, "they" , the evil force, have developed a disease (bioweapon)

to which "they " have an antidote, and "we" the lovers of freedom, love and light, don't. It's a good book book, containing other prescient

material. It's well worth a read. Of concern in the story is that the oceans of the world have become so toxic and polluted, no-one can dip

a toe in without severe health consequences. We should take note.
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Joined On 5/20/2021 2:28:11 PM
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While I enjoyed getting more conCrmation of the facts on our situation, there is another hugely important fact that I would like to see

widely publicized: We modern humans are as stupid and easily manipulated as we are for a very simple reason: we continue to blatantly

waste and even actively misuse our childrens' "preschool years". This despite the efforts of Boris Sidis over a century ago. Which I can

not only attest to the validity of, but supply documentable evidence in favor of my views. This due to events of my early childhood

(reading happily by age 3), comparable to but less dramatic than what Boris' son William experienced. My Stanford Binet IQ on entry to

1st grade was just 160, rather than William's off-scale IQ. And I have additional corroborating info.  see: (en.wikipedia.org/.../Boris_Sidis

 and en.wikipedia.org/.../William_Sidis  )

The foundational argument, as Crst presented by Boris, is simply that we (and other animals with brains), evolved so those brains develop

as fast and as usefully as possible after entering this world. Which is about our Crst 6 years, after which brain growth slows, and the most

important foundations of our thought processes, especially systems thinking and a uniCed worldview, have been constructed. But in our

case, most of us humans have developed multiple split personalities and worldviews by the time we enter school, thus wasting brain

capacity and making us very vulnerable to manipulation. (web.archive.org/web/20070909192551/http://www.sidis.net/philistine_and..  )

For years I have wondered whether these facts should be publicized, worrying that our rulers would just use them to enslave us even

more thoroughly. But I have learned better (and written much more). Briery, we are the 99.99+%, and we will prevail. If we actually use our

potential. It is time to thank God for what we have been given, and learn to use it for the good of all.
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Isn't it ironic the movie "Contagion" was made in 2011.  There are no coincidences.
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